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An existing code for calculating axial turbine performance
using multiple stream surfaces was modified and made to run
on the equivalent of an HP- 1000 computer system. Calculations
were made for the geometry of a 485 horsepower dual-discharge
air-drive turbine for both on and off -design conditions. The
results were compared with available data obtained at off-
design speeds. Agreement of the flow rate and horsepower to
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A Cross sectional area
a Blade opening
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Station at the stator inlet
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Station between the stator and the rotor




A. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR TEST RIG
The Transonic Compressor Test Rig at the Turbopropulsion
Laboratory (TPL) of the Naval Postgraduate School is shown
schematically in Fig. 1 and consists of the following major
components
:
1. Air drive turbine.
2. Air supply system.
3. Associated piping including throttling valves at the
turbine and compressor inlets.
4. Test compressor.
The drive turbine is a dual-flow axial air turbine with
50% reaction. The geometry is given in Table 1. The profile
shapes of the turbine rotor and of the stator blades are
identical and the blades are of constant section along the
radius as shown in Fig. 2. The stator has 31 blades while
the rotor has 32 (to avoid resonant excitation from wake inter
ference) . The two parallel stages of the turbine are designed
for the following output and total inlet conditions:
Pressure Ratio: 2.8
Total Inlet Temperature: 640°R




The compressor presently under test is a transonic single
stage, axial flow compressor. It is instrumented for measure-
ments of torque, mass flow rate, stagnation temperatures and
pressures, case and hub wall pressures, and for unsteady-
pressure measurements in the flow field and at the walls.
The Air Supply System incorporates an electric motor-
driven multi-stage axial flow compressor manufactured by
Allis-Chalmers
. It can presently supply up to 12 lbs/sec of
air at 3 atmospheres, at temperatures between 560°R and 660°R
The compressor is rated at 1250 HP and has a controlled
variable speed drive.
B. STATEMENT OF THE TASK
The Transonic Compressor Test Rig was designed to pro-
vide the means for obtaining experimental data in fundamental
compressor phenomena. Following the present experiments, an
experiment to investigate the onset of supersonic unstalled
blade flutter is planned which would involve replacing at
least the present compressor rotor by a rotating cascade of
flat-plate blades. Such a rotor would not be able to produce
the pressure ratios required to pump the required flow rates
through the system. Therefore, it has been proposed, that
a turbocharger compressor be fitted in series with the
rotating cascade to provide the required flow through it.
The turbocharger would also be driven using air from the
Allis -Charmers air supply system.
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In order to evaluate the feasability of the turbocharger
installation, it is necessary to determine the mass flow rate
required by the drive turbine to drive the test compressor
at a given power and speed. The remaining air to drive the
turbocharger turbine is then known and the selection of a
commercially available turbocharger suitable for this
application can be made.
Thus, the performance of the air drive turbine must be
known over the complete speed range. Of particular impor-
tance, are the required mass flow rates for given values of
horsepower. The problem, therefore, is to obtain the turbine






A search of the most recent literature revealed a number
of analytical methods for the calculation of turbine off-
design performance. The majority of these used in a finite
element approach but little information on the relative suc-
cess of these methods in practice was available. Two alternate
methods, both used at the Turbopropulsion Laboratory, were
those of M. H. Vavra and E. Macchi . Each was examined in
detail
.
The method of Vavra, given in Ref. [1] is a one-dimen-
sional (meanline) approach using mathematical modelling and
experimental data to express flow angles and losses. It is
primarily a method to design turbine blading but may also be
used to predict turbine performance for a given set of gas
inlet and operating conditions when the blading geometries
are specified. It is assumed that the axial velocity is
constant along the blading from hub to tip. Vavra states
that this assumtion is reasonable for blading in which the
tip-to-hub ratio is equal to or less than 1.15. The ratio
is 1.312 and 1.424 for the drive turbine stator and rotor
blading respectively. It was thought therefore, that the
method of Macchi might yield more accurate predictions.
16

Macchi's method is given in Ref. [2]. The method, imple-
mented by Macchi in a computer program written for the IBM 360,
was an extension of the work done by R. Eckert [Ref. 3] and
R. Harrison [Ref. 4] . Eckert wrote a program, following a
simplified three-dimensional analysis, which could be used to
predict the performance of a single-stage axial flow turbine.
Harrison improved the program by modifying the analysis to
take into account streamline curvature. Both programs were
based on the three-dimensional method developed by Vavra in
Ref. [5], Macchi's principle improvements to the program were
to introduce the choice of various methods to calculate gas
outlet angles and loss coefficients . Two methods of calcula-
ting gas outlet angles are included; those of Ainley and
Mathieson [Ref. 6] and Traupel [Ref. 7] . Five methods for
calculating the loss coefficients can be selected; those due
to Ainley and Mathieson [Ref. 6] , Dunham and Came [Ref. 8]
,
Balje [Ref. 9], Lonherr and Carter [Ref. 10] and Traupel
[Ref. 7] .
Macchi's computer program, as documented in Ref. ] 2] , was
selected for performance predictions of the drive turbine.
It should be noted that no card deck of the program was avail-
able, and no results of using the program were available
other than those included in Ref. [2]
.
B. ANALYSIS
The method requires the following assumptions;
1. There are an infinite number of blades in each blade
row so that blades downstream do not affect upstream conditions
17

2. The flow is axisymmetric at locations where the
equation of motion is solved.
3. The flow is steady and adiabatic. Thus, the total
enthalpy through the stator remains constant along a stream-
line and the relative total enthalpy through the rotor remains
constant along a streamline.
4. All equations are solved at between blade row loca-
tions. Increases in entropy occur in the blade row upstream
of the stations where equations are solved and the entropy
change along a streamline between blade rows is zero.
5. The boundary layers on the turbine casing are not
accounted for.
The method of solution is as follows:
1. Assume initial radial positions of the streamlines.
2. Obtain the axial velocity distribution by solving
the equation of motion at the stator outlet. The velocity
distribution into the stator is assumed to be axial, and
uniform
3. Obtain stator loss coefficients.
4. Check overall continuity and adjust the inlet Mach
number as necessary.
5. Check the between-streamline continuity, and adjust
streamline radial positions as necessary.
6. Repeat this process for the rotor.
7. Re-cycle all the above calculations, accounting for
streamline curvature, and repeat until convergence is reached.

C. METHOD OF SOLUTION
The computer code written by Macchi was originally run
on the IBM 360 computer. The program consisted of a deck of
over 2000 program cards plus over 60 data cards. Since the
deck could not be located, it was necessary to re- type the
program from the listing in Macchi' s paper. However, since
the IBM 360 computer was soon to be replaced in the period
in which the work was to be carried out, an alternate
computer was sought.
The HP-1000 series mini-computer located at TPL was
selected for two reasons. First, the machine used FORTRAN
as did Macchi's program. Secondly, it would be a benefit
to TPL to have the program immediately available on the
laboratory computer.
The first steps were to analyze Macchi's program, in
detail, and then to run it using his example input/output.
In analyzing the program it became obvious that the computer
program listing given in Ref. 2, was not the one used to
obtain the listed output. Numerous discrepancies were found
in the listing, some of which would have prevented the pro-
gram from running; others would have caused incorrect results
to be obtained. A listing of these discrepancies is con-
tained in Appendix E. When the program was understood and
flow-charted, it was keyed-in at the HP-1000 computer ter-
minal. However, modifications were required to accomodate
19

the program within the mini -computer disc-based operating
system.
D. MODIFICATION TO THE COMPUTER CODE
Since there was no card reader, variable input data such
as turbine speed had to be entered using data or specification
statements. This contributed in part to the most difficult
problem, that of program size. The HP-1000 mini-computer uses
a disc with a storage capability of 19.5 mega-bytes. However,
the machine memory is only 124 K Bytes, of which only 29 K
Bytes is available to a programmer. Also, the available
memory is divided up, or partitioned into two 18 K and one
11 K partitions, so that no single program can exceed 18 K.
It was estimated that Macchi's program was over 100 K. So
it was clear that the program would have to be modified if
it were to run on the mini-computer.
The first modification was to remove all subroutines
from the program that were not actually used. It will be
recalled that Macchi's program contained five methods for
calculating loss coefficients and two methods for calculating
gas outlet angles. It was decided that only the Traupel
method of calculating loss coefficients would be retained.
Traupel was selected for two reasons. Firstly, it was the
method used by Macchi in his example calculations and there-
fore the modifed program should still reproduce Macchi's
results. Secondly, the method of Traupel is widely respected.
20

The method of calculating gas outlet angles was totally
changed. Neither Ainley and Mathieson [Ref . 6] nor Traupel
[Ref. 7] was used. Both methods required prohibitively
large sections of computer code. The method selected was
that of Vavra [Ref. 1]
.
Use of Vavra' s method greatly simplified the program
because this method predicts gas outlet angles independently
of the inlet Mach number. Macchi's approach was to use
Traupel' s method which is dependent on the Mach number of
the flow into the blade.
The above simplifications reduced the program size from
2257 lines to less than 1800 lines. However, this was still
too large and the program could not be loaded without over-
flowing the memory.
The solution to the problem was found in program
segmentation. In this process, the computer code is divided
into a main program and several segments. Each segment is
a "piece" of the original program. The segments are indi-
vidually compiled and loaded. However, the segments are
placed into memory only as they are needed to execute the
overall program. Thus, a very large program can be made
to run in the available 18 K partition. Since the present
program was not originally intended for a mini-computer,
segmentation was not straight forward. The method finally
arrived at is detailed in Appendix C. Basically, the main
21

program consists of all the subroutines, while the three
other segments contain coding which enables program flow to
proceed in a logical manner.
Successfully segmented, the program was run using Macchi's
input. An output was obtained which agreed almost exactly
with Macchi's results. All output quantities were within \%
of Macchi's quantities. The differences were, in all proba-
bility, due to the different method of calculating gas outlet
angles
.
After verifying Macchi's program, the drive turbine geo-
metry was input and the program was run for a given set of
operating conditions. The results are discussed in the follow-
ing section. Note: The "verification" of Macchi's program
amounted to verifying that the computer code now loaded into
the HP- 1000, was indeed Macchi's code. It was not known
whether Macchi's output data were a good or bad prediction
of performance since they were not compared with test results.
22

III. RESULTS OF AXIAL TURBINE PREDICTIONS
A. USING BOTH COMPLETE AND MODIFIED PROGRAMS
The drive turbine geometry was input and the following
solution flow path was selected:
1. Stator and rotor loss coefficients were functions of
pressure ratio.
2. The blockage factor, £* , used in the equation of con-
tinuity was equal to the total loss coefficient.
Four operating points were selected to test the validity
of the program. Three were off-design points at which measured
data were available and the fourth was the design point itself.
Table II contains details of the selected test points for
Run 1.
The program variables were then changed and the following
new solution flow path was selected:
1. Stator and rotor loss coefficients were those calcu-
lated by Traupel's method.
2. The blockage factor, £* , was equal to the profile loss
coefficient
.
After reviewing the results of Runs 1 and 2, a further
modification was made to the program. The original program
contained a subroutine which checked between-streamline con-
tinuity. If the total mass flow rate at the stator and rotor
exits was not evenly divided between the five streamlines,
23

the radial positions of the streamlines were adjusted and all
steps were recalculated using the new streamline positions.
Hence, for Run 3, a subroutine was removed and the main pro-
gram was modified so that between-streamline continuity was
not examined.
B. COMPARISON WITH MEASURED DATA
The results of Run 1, 2, and 3 are tabulated in Table III.
Run 1 showed predictions of mass flow rate which departed about
6% from the measured data. However, the horsepower predictions
were off by as much as 16.17%. Furthermore, the computer pro-
gram was unable to reach a solution for the design point.
Run 2 produced worse results as is evident from the table.
Again, the program was unable to converge to a solution at
the design point.
Run 3 produced more acceptable data. Additionally, con-
vergence to a solution was noticeably faster and a solution
was obtained at the design point. Because of this, the method
used in Run 3 was used to map the drive turbine performance.
The computer program used to obtain the results of Run 3 is
described in detail in Appendix A and is listed in Appendix G.
The results of Run 3 are shown plotted in Figures 3 through 8.
To obtain the plots in Figures 3 and 6, a value of the
total inlet temperature was approximated by the method of
Vavra as contained in Ref . [14] . It was assumed that the
static turbine discharge temperature should not be less than
24

45°F (505°R). This corresponds to the approximate temperature
at which condensation of moisture in the air, assuming 100% re-
lative humidity, will occur. The inlet temperature was given by
m„ + o1 t„-i^+ t~ ~„„* ~ Static Outlet TemperatureTotal Inlet Temperature = *





the total-static turbine efficiency was assumed
to be 81%, and 6™ , w&s the total to static pressure ratio. The
total inlet temperature corresponding to each pressure ratio
is given in Table IV.
The computer output corresponding to each point on Figures
3 through 8 is contained in Appendix F. Only one side of the
dual flow turbine was analyzed, thus, the resulting printed
values of horsepower, referred horsepower, moment, referred
moment, flow rate and referred flow rate must be doubled to
obtain the actual turbine characteristics which have been




The agreement of both, the predicted flow rate and the horse
power obtained in Run 3 with turbine test data was encouraging
It is to be noted however, that this agreement was obtained
using a procedure which was conceptually incorrect. In Runs
1 and 2, between-streamline continuity was checked and the
streamlines were adjusted as necessary. In Run 3, between-
streamline continuity was not checked, and as a result, the
mass flow rate between streamlines was not precisely 251 of
the total flow rate. It is noted however, that the deviations
were less than 10.0% and while the radial positions of the
streamlines varied by 10.1, the differences between predicted
and measured output horsepower decreased from 24% to 4.5%.
Since the enthalpy change on each streamline was computed
using Euler's turbine equation, the total horsepower obtained
by integration is sensitive to the streamline radial positions
On the other hand, the calculation of the overall mass flow
rate is primarily a function of the blade throat openings and
inlet conditions of the flow. Consequently, in relaxing the
requirement for between-streamline continuity, the output
horsepower was changed significantly, while the overall
flow rate was not.
26

Using this procedure, which preserves overall continuity,
a performance map for the turbine was produced (Fig. 3-8)
which agreed well with the off-design performance measurements
made at lower speeds (Table III). It is noted however, that
the inability of the program in its original form to predict
the measured turbine performance is not explained, and both
the program itself and the data input for the geometry should
be closely re-examined.
The difficulty in obtaining convergence to a solution at
some operating points above the pressure ratio of 2.0 is
likely to be the result of choking occurring on one or more
of the streamlines. This was suspected but not fully explored.
Finally, although the program was eventually made to run on
the mini - computer , the time required to put the program into its
final form was excessive since the original program was not
written with segmentation in mind. When the segmented pro-
gram was completed, only one operating point per run could be
obtained. Thus, excessive time was spent compiling and loading
the program. The execution time for the program averaged 2
minutes at the lower pressure ratios and up to 30 minutes at
the higher ones. This would be unacceptable if many points




The program for calculating the performance of a single
stage axial turbine reported by Macchi was revised, corrected
and segmented and made to run on the Laboratory mini- computer
.
When applied to the geometry of the air-drive turbine of the
compressor test rig, selecting specific options for the repre-
sentation of loss coefficients, the revised program failed to
converge when design-point test conditions where input. Also,
the computed horsepower was in error by as much as 24% when
the program predictions were compared with specific test data
obtained from the rig at off-design (lower speed) conditions.
The revised program did however closely reproduce the results
given by Macchi in his original report for a specific turbine
geometry.
When the requirement that the computed stream surfaces
be such that they divided the flow exactly into equal 251
increments was removed, the program converged satisfactorily
for design point conditions and gave agreement with test data
to within 5% in flow rate and horesepower at off-design
conditions
.
The complete performance map for the air drive turbine
was obtained with the program following this revision. Based
on the favorable comparison with data so far obtained, the
map is likely to describe the performance to better than a 10%
uncertainty. This is considered to be satisfactory for
28

sizing the turbocharger for the proposed compressor rig
modification.
The following recommendations are made concerning further
application or development of the computer program:
1. The failure of the program to converge before the
final revision was made should be analysed closely,
and the final revision removed if possible.
2. The geometrical input for the air drive turbine (which
was taken from drawings) should be reexamined and the
physical dimensions of the blade rows themselves should
be measured.
3. Consideration should be given to putting the corrected
original version of the program onto the IBM 370 com-
puter so that, when successfully operating, a turbine









Tip Radius 3.627 '
Blade Chord 1.003
Blade Suction Side Radius of Curvature 2.8065
Maximum Blade Thickness .2252
T.E. Projected Thickness .03






Blade 'Suction Side Radius of Curvature 2.8065
Maximum Blade Thickness .2252
T.E. Projected Thickness .03
T.E. Normal Thickness .0186




MEASURED/DESIGN DATA USED TO VERIFY THE PROGRAM
POINT RPM T
IN (R) TQUT (R) PTQ (psI)p<R . M(|gg) H.P.
1 18310 579.2 550.8 23.56 1.602 5.542 110.1
15200 557.4 517.8 20.43 1.390 4.698 63.27
21300 578.9 506.8 27.13 1.846 7.033 172.0











POINT PREDICT. MEAS . IDIFF. PREDICT. MEAS iDIFF.
1 5.88 5.542 6.09 99.5 110.1 9.63
2 4.74 4.698 0.89 52.5 63.27 16.17
3 7.04 7.033 0.009 163.64 172.0 4.86
4 N.C. 10.85 N.C. 485
RUN 2
1 6.06 5.542 9.35 90.92 110.1 17.4
2 4.90 4.698 4.29 49.76 63.27 21.35
3 7.30 7.033 3.80 130.76 172.0 23.97
4 N.C. 10.85 N.C. 485
RUN 3
1 5.82 5.542 5.01 113.12 110.1 2.74
2 4.66 4.698 0.81 61.96 63.27 2.09
3 7.04 7.033 0.10 179.68 172.0 4.47
4 10.40 10.85 4.15 444.18 485 8.42
NC: Computer program would not converge to a solution after




VALUES OF ASSUMED TOTAL INLET TEMPERATURE FOR EACH
PRESSURE RATIO. GIVEN IN FIGS. 5, 5, 6, AND 7
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DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
A-l. INTRODUCTION
To enable the program to run on the laboratory computer,
the program was divided into 4 parts; a main program and 3
segments. A detailed discussion of program segmentation on
the HP-1000 computer series is contained in Appendix C. In
the description which follows, the program is treated as if
it were one large program with many subroutines.
The description follows the individual steps from
start to finish in the analysis. A program flowchart is
given in Figure A-l and the FORTRAN symbols used in the
program are listed in Tables A-I to A-IX.
A- 2. DESCRIPTION
A-2.1 Input Data
There are 4 basic categories of input data; tur-
bine geometry, operating conditions, special data and pro-
gram control parameters. Since there was no card reader
input device on the computer, all data were entered using
either data or specification statements. Explanations of
the turbine geometry, operating conditions, special data
and program control parameters are found in Table A-I through




A-2.2 Initial Geometric Calculations
The first calculation performed is to establish
the 5 streamline locations at the stator inlet (station 0)
.
The streamlines are initially positioned such that there are
equal areas (25% of the total flow area) between them. Next,
blade heights of the stator and rotor are calculated using
the hub and tip radii of each blade. Blade spacings for the
stator and rotor are computed at 3 streamlines; hub, mean
and tip. The blade spacing on the mean streamline for the
stator is given by
2tt
where
S = y~ Rm
s
S = Blade spacing
(A-l)
Z = Number of stator blades
s
Rm = Mean stator radius
A-2.3 Calculation of Gas Outlet Angles
Subroutine VAVRA calculates gas outlet angles
for both stator and rotor. The method is that of M.H. Vavra





cos"' ( s ) \1 S V ^0 / (A-2)
where a = Gas outlet angle
a = Throat opening
S = Blade spacing
t = Projected trailing edge thickness
This method is much simpler than that used by Macchi since
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there is no variation in outlet angle with Mach number (for
sub-sonic conditions). Therefore, once calculated, the stator
and rotor exit angles remain unchanged. Subroutine VAVRA
computes exit angles for the hub, mean and tip streamlines.
The outlet angles at streamlines two and four are computed
later in the subroutines STATR and R0T02.
Before printing the input data, the program
calculates the mean throat opening for the stator and for the
rotor. The ten equally spaced radii and corresponding throat
openings (part of the input geometry) are fitted with a fourth
order Chebyschev polynomial. A throat opening corresponding
to the mean radius is thus obtained. In the present appli-
cation of the program to the drive turbine, the mean throat
opening was obtained from the design drawing of the blading
shown in Figure 2. It was assumed that the throat opening
varied linearly with radial position and hence the throat
openings at other radii could be calculated. The resulting
throat openings are shown in the computer output under the
heading of "Input Prints". The design values of the stator
and rotor throat areas were obtained from the original
design notes of M.H. Vavra.
A-2.4 Calculation of the Flow Rate
Subroutine CHAN is called to calculate the mass



























r is the reference (dimensionless) flowrate
and is used to check overall continuity later in the program.
A- 2 . 5 Solution of the Equation of Motion for the Stator
Subroutine STATR is called to solve the equation
of motion for the stator outlet conditions. The equation of



















where Ci - e*J?c J (a constant to convert H, the enthalpy





. , , _\ _ Axial velocity at a streamline
X R rr\




















£ = Stator loss coefficient
(which is initially assigned an
estimated value)
The derivation of this form of the equation of motion is
given in Appendix B. However, at this stage of the analysis,
the streamline curvature is assumed to be zero. Therefore,
the equation of motion becomes:
c/X.










The equation of motion is solved when the value
of Y at each streamline satisfies the equation. The solu-
1




where I (X) consists of the right hand side of equation (A-ll)






where £nc z is the constant of integration when x = 1 and Y =
i
1. With these boundary conditions Eq. (A-13) gives
JUs C* - " [ iWdX. CA-14)
using Eq. (A-14) in Eq. (A-13),
J^Y. * = j rCOdx,- lOOdXi (A-i5)
which becomes






Equation (A-17) is the form of the equation of motion solved
in subroutine STATR. Solution of the equation gives five
values of Y and thus the value of the axial velocity at
each of the five streamlines. Initially, the value of Y
ds*is taken to be 1 and the value of
-r
—
- is taken to be zero.
i
In succeeding iterations, the calculated value of Y is used
ds*
to obtain a new value of -3
—
, and so on.
1
After calculating five values of Y , the stator
1
exit conditions are calculated at each streamline from the
geometry of the velocity diagram. The convention for positive
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and negative angles and velocities is defined in Figure A- 3.
The required relations are the following:
Va., - Vcc, C3). Y,





where L is the axial distance between stations and AR is the
change in radial position of the streamline. V , the radial






t,* - r.To - Tro-Ti
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After the above quantities have been calculated at each
streamline, subroutine STATR returns to the main program.
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A-2.6 Calculation of the Stator Loss Coefficients
The calculation of the stator loss coefficients
at each streamline is accomplished by subroutine AL0S1.
The method of solution to obtain these loss co-
efficients is that formulated by Traupel [Ref . 7]. In
Traupel f s method, the value of the total loss coefficient is
given by
K = K + 5 + 5 (A-28)
total profile wall remaining
The calculation of £tota i requires 9 subroutines. Figure A-4
describes the connection between the subroutines and subroutine
AL0S1.
The first step is to obtain the value of the




f P*^r*~^S * Jm + ff (A _ 29)
where £ initial value of the profile loss coefficientpo r
x = mach number correction factor
m
x = trailing edge thickness correction factor
D
E = loss coefficient due to mixing losses and separa-
tion losses
E,r loss coefficient due to fan losses
The total profile loss coefficient is calculated
in the following manner. First, data for initial profile loss
(£ ) as a function of gas outlet angle (aj for various values
of gas inlet angle (a ) is read from an array (Fig. A-5).
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This is done by subroutine TRAU1 and functions XPO and YC
.
The values of £ are contained in two arrays XP01 (5, 8) and
XP02 (6, 8). This is because the data shown plotted in Fig.
A-5 has been divided into two sets. One set is for values
of Gtj between 40° and 80°. The other is for values of a
l
between 80° and 170°. The FORTRAN symbols for the two ranges
of values of ai are ALFOl(I) and ALF02(I) respectively. The
FORTRAN symbol for the gas inlet angle is ALF1 (J) once the
data pints selected from the plot are entered, fifth and sixth
degree polynomials respectively are fitted through the data
points. The value of E, can then be determined for givenr
^po 6
values of oti and a .
The mach number correction, X is obtained from
' m
Fig. A-5. Subroutine CSIM calculates the value of X using° m
straight line approximations of the plot.
Subroutine CID calculates the remaining terms in
the expression for £ . These are X , £ , £ r . They are ob-r p s m t
tained from the data in Fig. A-6 using the linear interpolation
The abscissa of the curves for X and E is either f or 1-f
s m
where f is defined as c
t SlNJc< ( (A-30)
where 5 = normal trailing edge thickness.
t = blade spacing.
a i = gas outlet angle.




jw j po ^p :
JL
90 '~r £ (A-3i)
where t - blade maximum thickness
I = blade height
This equation is programmed in subroutine CSIW.
The value of £R is obtained using subroutine CSIR
CR
is defined by Traupel to be an all-inclusive loss coeffi-
cient which accounts for any remaining losses not previously
defined. it is written as
h-y-L$ RO (A-32)
£RQ is an initial value of £R which depends on the value of
<J> ,
where




in which Vi = true velocity of gas
v = blade speed
A plot of CRQ vs (J) is shown in Fig. A-7. The correction X T
is a function of s/l where
s = chord length
I = blade height
and is obtained using the data in the lower half of Fig. A-7.
The total stator loss coefficient is computed
for 3 streamlines; those at the hub, mean and tip.
The loss coefficients at streamlines 2 and 4 are
obtained by linear interpolation.
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A refinement to the stator loss coefficient may-
be applied depending on the input value of one program control





























The values of the program control paramenter
required to select between options are given in Table A-V.
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Before returning to the main program, subroutine
AL0S1 calculates a value of £* which is a blockage factor to
be used in the equation of continuity. There are three ways




A-2.7 Solution of the Continuity Equation After Re-
turning to the Main Program
The overall continuity at the stator exit is
checked. Subroutine FLOWR performs this task. The flow chart
for FLOWR is given in Fig. A-8. In FLOWR the mass flow rate
required by continuity is checked against the calculated mass
flow rate. If the calculated flow rate does not agree with
that required by continuity, adjustments are made to the axial
velocity and/or the inlet M ach number, as will be explained.
The mass flow required by continuity is
£% /V Km (A41)




Z = # of stator blades
A = mean stator throat opening
R = mean stator radius
The mass flow rate at each streamline com-








where Z is an area reduction coefficient defined by
z =
H - I
H***-| r f* (A-43)
Z gives the percentage of flow area between the blades over-
which it is permissable to assume a uniform velocity. The
boundary layer on both sides of the flow limits the available
flow area and the backage facotr, Z. accounts for this.
Equation A-43, Z is seen to be a function of the energy para-
meter H*** and £*. £* is the value of the loss coefficient




H*** = §1 = Energy thickness fA-441
^ 1
Displacement thickness
H*** can be written as
{-J*** a L
1
+ _L_ + -!i_ + jL,lL + **
)<£-< 3rv\+t TrvN+i 7m+i ^nrvH //m + J
+ _L_ + .**- 4- -*i_ + lL- + XeH














2 lY-IP = F — 1
*CRIT L y+i J
The derivation of Z and H*** os given in Appendix B.
The expression for $, the flow function,
for unchoked flow is
r-i
f p r 3>i
rT0 TO
(A-46)






After calculating for each, streamline, the flow
rate is integrated from hub to tip and the resulting value is
compared with ^
reQ(j. If the two values of flow rate agree to
within a specified tolerance (see Table A-IV) continuity is
considered to be satisfied. Then, after calculating the total
percentage of mass flow between adjacent streamlines, sub-
routine FLOWR returns to the main program.
If the flow rates are not within tolerance the
program checks to see if the actual mass flow is to high. If
it is to high, the value of the axial velocity is lowered
proportionally to the difference between the actual and
required flow rates.
If the actual flow rate is too low, the procedure
is more complicated. First, the flow is checked to determine
whether choking has occurred. Streamlines one and five are
checked. If the flow is in fact choked at those streamlines,
the inlet Mach number is lowered and the program loops back
to recompute the reference mass flow rate and repeat the
complete procedure.
If the flow is not choked, the axial velocity is
raised proportionally to the difference between actual and
required flow rates and subroutine FLOWR returns to the main
program.
A-2.8 Calculation of the Rotor Inlet Conditions
Continuity having been satisfied through the
stator, the rotor relative inlet conditions are calculated.






UA = uo R 5T*To«*
/a. r RoTOe (A-49)
























He = (TT£ )(.^) (A-56)
Where TTE , PTE and H£ are equivalent temperature, pressure
and enthalpy respectively.
A- 2. 9 Calculation of the Rotor Exit Conditions
Calculation of the rotor exit properties follows
the same procedure as was used to compute the stator exit
properties. The process is outlined here with notable
differences explained. Subroutine R0T02 calculates the
rotor exit properties. A flowchart of R0T02 is given in
Fig. A-9.
The first step in R0T02 is to solve the equation
of motion for each streamline. The equation of motion in
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51,0 P* vM/ *-
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At this point in the calculation, streamline curvature is
neglected. Hence, Eq. (A-57) reduces to











The derivation of Eq. (A-57) is contained in Appendix B.
Equation (A- 5 5) is similar in form to Eq. (A-10) . Hence, the
method of solution is identical to that employed by subroutine
STATR. However, after solving the equation, the value of Y^
at each streamline is examined to determine whether or not it
falls into the range .2<Y
2
<2.0. Values of Y
2
greater than
2.0 are set equal to 2.0 while those less than .2 are set
equal to .2. Successive values of Y
2
at each streamline are
compared, and when the values of successive iterations are
within a specified tolerance (see Table A-IV), the iteration
ends. The values of Y are used to calculate the rotor exit
2
conditions using the following equations:
V«,„ s Va. Z <3) Y. (A-59)
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V^tt^ - Vcla T^nj p A
(A-63)
W^ « Vk, + U
(A-64)







Subroutine R0T02 , then returns to the main pro
gram.
After calculating the rotor outlet conditions,
the rotor loss coefficients are computed. Subroutine AL0S2
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calculates the rotor loss coefficients following the process
used in subroutine AL0S1 for the stator losses. The principle
exception is that a tip clearance loss is also calculated and
added to the total loss coefficient. The tip clearance loss
coefficient is obtained from subroutine ALEAK which uses a
straight line approximation to the curve shown in Fig. A-10.
Subroutine AL0S2 also computes values of £* and one of the
three refinements to £ R .
Subroutine FLOWR is called to check continuity
at the rotor exit. If continuity is satisfied, the program
continues. If not, the same procedure is followed as pre-
viously explained for the stator outlet (Fig. A-l) .
A-2.10 Accounting for Streamline Curvature
All calculations to this point have neglected
streamline curvature and assumed that the streamlines remain
fixed through the stator and rotor (Fig. A-ll) . The radial
shift in a streamline between stator inlet and rotor outlet
can be written as
AR = Rstwtor. "* R rotor. (a " 67 )
JWU&T OUTLET
This is the net radial shift in a streamline between stations
'0 f (stator inlet) and '2' (rotor outlet). It is shown in
Section 16.4 of Ref. [5] that the radial shift in a streamline





5 K - K stm-oR. 2.
outlE-T
Q - RN VTQTnO ,>k ?0TO£
outl£T
(A-68)
The angle between the meridional velocity V and the axial
m
velocity V. is X. The radial velocity V can be expressed as
Va = Vc. T*» X
and from Fig. 16(1) of Ref
.






Using Eq. (A-68) in Eq. (A-67)
,




Also, from using Eq. (A-68)
—













The remaining term used in the calculation of streamline cur-
vature (Section 16-4 of Ref. [5]) is
K
6R
where K is the so called curvature factor. It usually has
a value between 4 and 6 and in the program its value is taken
to be 5. Having calculated cosA, AR and 6R, the program
repeats the solution process. However, the only quantity
which is unchanged is the reference mass flow rate m ,-. In& ref
subroutine STATR the equation of motion is solved, this time
accounting for streamline curvature. The same is true in
subroutine R0T02.
The flow path of the program is identical to the
section which did not account for streamline curvature. Next,
the program computes an average pressure ratio at the rotor





If this pressure ratio is within a specified tolerance to
the actual pressure ratio (which is input data) the program
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proceeds to the final stage of the calculations. If not, the
inlet mach number is adjusted by an amount which depends on
the difference between the calculated and specified pressure
ratios. If the calculated pressure ratio is too high, the





If the computed pressure ratio is too low, the Mach number
is raised using
Pressure Ratio DifferenceM = M +
o o 18
(A-76)
In both cases, the program loops back to subroutine CHAN and
proceeds to compute a new reference mass flow rate based on
the new value of the inlet Mach number. The entire process
is then repeated until the pressure ratios agree within the
specified tolerance.
A-2.11 Final Calculations
Stator and rotor outlet conditions not previously
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The turbine horsepower is obtained by integration
The Ah term at each streamline is weighted by the percentage
of mass flow at that streamline. The product is then inte-


















m R£F - (A-99)







The values of the total-static efficiency, total-
total efficiency, total-static pressure ratio, total-total
pressure ratio, head coefficient, blade/jet ratio, r* and
inlet mach number are then averaged.
With all calculations completed, the results are
printed under the heading "STATOR SOLUTION", "ROTOR SOLUTION",





TURBINE GEOMETRIC INPUT DATA (STATOR )
(see Figure A- 2; Dimensions in inches)
FORTRAN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
ZS Number of blades
RS(1) Hub radius at stator outlet
RS(3) Mean radius at stator outlet
RS(5) Tip radius at stator outlet
C Blade chord (mean)
CI Blade chord (hub)
CO Blade chord (tip)
E Blade curvature (mean)
EI Blade curvature (hub)
EO Blade curvature (tip)
T Maximum blade thickness (mean)
TI Maximum blade thickness (hub)
TO Maximum blade thickness (tip)
TE Projected T.E. thickness (mean)
TEI Projected T.E. thickness (hub)
TEO Projected T.E. thickness (tip)
TN Normal T.E. thickness (mean)
TNI Normal T.E. thickness (hub)
TNO Normal T.E. thickness (tip)
Al(l-lO) Ten values of throat diameter at




AL Blade camber line length (mean)
ALI Blade camber line length (hub)
ALO Blade camber line length (tip)
RC(1) Hub radius at stator inlet
RC(3) Mean radius at stator inlet





TURBINE GEOMETRIC INPUT DATA (ROTOR )
(see Figure A-2; Dimensions in inches)
FORTRAN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION




CR Blade chord (mean)
CIR Blade chord (hub)
COR Blade chord (tip)
ER Blade curvature (mean)
EIR Blade curvature (hub)
EOR Blade curvature (tip)
TR Maximum blade thickness (mean)
TIR Maximum blade thickness (hub)
TOR Maximum blade thickness (tip)
TER Projected T.E. thickness (mean)
TEIR Projected T.E. thickness (hub)
TEOR Projected T.E. thickness (tip)
TNR Normal T.E. thickness (mean)
TNIR Normal T.E. thickness (hub)





A2(l- 10) 10 values of throat diameter at
10 equally spaced radii
ALR Blade camber line length (mean)
ALIR Blade camber line length (hub)
ALOR Blade camber line length (tip)





TURBINE OPERATING CONDITIONS (INPUT DATA)
FORTRAN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
AMC Assumed inlet Mach number
AMS
Assumed stator exeit Mach number
(absolute)
AMR
Assumed stator exit Mach number
(relative)
PTO pTotal inlet pressure ( TO)
TTO TTotal inlet temperature ( TO)
PR Total-static pressure ratio
RPM Operating speed (RPM)
VA1(3) Assumed axial velocity in stator












T0T , Tolerance in pressure ratio
convergence






FORTRAN SYMBOL POSSIBLE VALUE EFFECT/MEANING
IND 1
Prints results In sub-
routines STATR, FLOWR,
ROTO 2
1 No iprinting in the above
ICL 1 Rot(Dr is shrouded
1 Rot<dt not shrouded
ICOZ 1 5 - Co
6 5 = £ (Y Pressure Ratio)
8 5 =
^M=.8








FORTRAN SYMBOLS IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
FORTRAN SYMBOLS DESCRIPTION
BESP B* = [1 * l^i -(.S) 2 ]^" 1
01 Stator throat opening (hub)
00 Stator throat opening (tip)
OIR Rotor throat opening (hub)
OOR Rotor throat opening ( tip)
Stator throat opening (mean)
OR Rotor throat opening ( mean)
ANG2I Stator gas outlet angl e (hub)
ANG20 Stator gas outlet angl e (tip)
BETAI Rotor gas outlet angle (hub)
BETAZ Rotor gas outlet angle (tip)
G Grav. constant, 32.174 FT.LBMLBF.sec 2
CJ 778.16 FT.LBF/BTU
EXP1 Vy - 1
EXP 2 Y-l/
'Y
ERRE Gas constant, 53.3459 FT.LBFLBM.oR
EMME Molecular mass, 28.970 LBM/LB MOLE
GAM Y, Ratio of specific heats
ETAT Total-total efficiency
ETAI Total-static efficiency




ETAR Rotor blade efficiency
RSTAR Theoretical degree of reaction
ALOS Head coefficient
BLAJE Blade/jet ratio
DR1 Radial shift of steamlines
AMW1 Stator exit relative Mach Number
AMS1 Stator exit absolute Mach Number
AMV2 Rotor exit absolute Mach Number









WLBM1 Referred mass flow rate
ETA 5 Average total-static efficiency
BETA6 Average total-total pressure ratio
ETA6 Average total-total efficiency
AKIS5 Average head coefficient
RSTAR
5









total temp, at station
AMC Inlet Mach number
PTO PT0 , total pressure at station
RC (I) Streamline radii at station
WLBM
•








E p, reference mass flow
WPERO
•
% of M at each streamline
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TABLE A -VI I
I
FORTRAN SYMBOLS IN SUBROUTINE STATR
FORTRAN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
ALFA1 Stator gas outlet angle
Ratio ot streamline radius/ mean
radius





Y Ratio of axial velocity to mean
axial velocity
S Entropy
DSDX Entropy gradient between streamlines
VU1 Tangential velocity
PRAT (Total-static pressure ratio)
T1IS T 1IS
DALF dadY
RSF Mean stator radius









FORTRAN SYMBOLS IN SUBROUTINE TRAU2
FORTRAN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
GSIP Xp, correction to
R § , initial profile loss coefficientpo r
ANG1 Gas outlet angle
ANG2 Gas inlet angle
Rl X , Mach No, correction
m'
R3 § R , remaining loss coefficient
R2 - loss coefficient due to wallW friction
RPRO §p, total profile loss coefficient
CL Rotor tip clearance
YCL Tip clearance loss coefficient
RTOT Total loss coefficient
T Blade spacing
DEZ Normal trailing edge thickness
HM Blade height
CSID y. trailing edge thickness6' correction factor
PSID §r, loss coefficient due to fanlosses
PSIF § , loss coefficient due to mixingm





FORTRAN SYMBOLS IN SUBROUTINE FLOWR
FORTRAN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
PRATCR Critical pressure ratio
PHICR $CRIT' cr i't i cal flow function
HSTAR H***, energy parameter
XI Z, area reduction coefficient
PHI $, flow function (unchoked flow)
ARAT Streamline throat DIA/mean throat DIA
SUM 1,2 ,3,4 Successive values of theflow integral
AS Mean stator throat diameter
AR Mean rotor throat diameter
WREQ
•








FORTRAN SYMBOLS IN SUBROUTINE ROTOl
FORTRAN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION







WU1 Wyi see figure A-3
BETA1 3i , see figure A-3




ZETAR § R rotor loss coefficient
ZETAPR § , rotor profile loss coefficient
DHEDX Enthalpy gradient between streamlines





FORTRAN SYMBOLS IN SUBROUTINE ROTO
2
FORTRAN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
BETA2 8 2 , see figure A-3
DBETDX d.63~ between adjacent streamlines
VA2 V , axial velocity
a 2
W2 W 2 , see figure A-3
CL Axial distance between stations
WR2 Radial component of velocity
WU2 Wu 2 , see figure A-3
VU2 Vu 2 , see figure A-3









INPUT DATA AND APPROXIMATIONS
CALCULATE OUTLET ANGLES
COMPUTE M
SOLVE EQUATION OF T10TION AND COMPUTE
STATOR EXIT PROPERTIES
l a




COMPUTE ROTOR INLET CONDITIONS
SOLVE EQUATION OF MOTION AND
COMPUTE ROTOR EXIT PROPERTIES






RE-CYCLE ALL OF THE ABOVE






FIGURE A-l: PROGRAM FLOWCHART
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TE» TRAILING EDGE THICKNESS PROJECTED IN
PERIPHERAL DIRECTION
TN« TRAILING EDGE THICKNESS, NORM/^LTO FLOW
DIRECTION
FIGURE A- 2: BLADE NOMENCLATURE
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AKVi, R i?. Grundwert Cpo <J« Prcfilveriustes for Beschlemugtmgsgitter nnd Machzahlkarrektnr j;^
FIGURE A-
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as 0.8 47 0.6 0.5
Abb. 8.4.4. Korrekturfattor xi and Mischverlust Cm
iniolge endlicher Austrittskantendicke oder
Ablosang
0.1 0? 03
Abb. 8.43 Ficherrerinst £/
FIGURE A-6 T.E. THICKNESS CORRECTION FACTOR, MIXING LOSS












Abb. 8.4.7 Randverlust in Tnrbinenschaufelungen




RATIO AND FLOW FUNCTION
STATOR





COMPUTE FLOWRATE ( M )
VA(3)
JJO / . . \ NO













CALCULATE ROTOR OUTLET ANCLES
FOR STREAMLINES 2 AND 4
CALCULATE o° FOR EACH STREAMLINE
dX
DO FOR EACH S.L.
SOLVE THE EQUATION OF MOTION
AT THE ROTOR EXIT (STATION 2)
RETURN
FIGURE A-9: SUBROUTINE ROT02 FLOWCHART
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Abb. 8.4.11 Faktor Kj fur Spaltverlustberecbnung





























DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS USED IN THE PROGRAM
B-l. EQUATION OF MOTION FOR RELATIVE FLOW:
The equation of motion for relative flow Ref . [5] is
VHr - VV X (V X W +o2c3) h TVS
(B-l)
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TVS =T c$ .
as





Combining equations (B-l) through (B-6) the terms in (B-2)
can be written as:





Wr 3 (rwO gWi



























Since the flow has been assumed to be axi symmetric, all deri-
vatives with respect to 6 are zero. Thus, Equations (B-7)
,
(B-8) and (B-9) reduce to, respectively:
(B-10)°
=
r 92- r dr
32 + ' " 52r
(B-ll)
dlT (B-12)
Equation (B-10) may be written as
9 Cf W^l Wr_ 9.(rM\U) _ ^u;^ VW-
32: " Wa. ?r Wco (B-13)
Substituting into equation (B-ll),
5r Wo. 32- (B-i4)
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Adding these two equations yields
3HiWr -^ 4- Wo-
-^r^ = T3U*3r 3*
wr i$_ + v\/(3r VVcc
3s
32: (B-17)
Since the flow has been assumed to be adiabatic, the total
relative enthalpy, H
,
is constant along a streamline. Thus,
R
7H R -o =Wc^ +w,-^-* °* r »r (B-18)
and re-arranging,
9H B. Wr 3Hr
32 W,a. 3r
From equation (B-19), eq
















VN/xu Wr ^CvWjlu) w
W«x, £r lr Wou >r *" r
^ r Wo. Wo, &lr
-w
Multiplying Equation (B-21) by rr—^ yields
R
W^UtuW^fT 2L_ r B -22)
This expression is identical to equation (B-21) and is the
equation which must be solved. It must be put into a form
which can be solved by the computer. Re-writing equation
(B-22) given that . ^
^ ^ r (B-23)











Hence, the relative enthalpy can be written as
Hr = H e -
1.
<*• (B-26)






Substituting Eq. (B-26) and Eq. (B-27) into Eq. (B-23) and
applying Eq
. (B-21) to the rotor exit, gives


















and J * TRM
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oSa X
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Equation (B-31) is written as
9CY a) , Y* r w,
" ~" U "—: ' m
Y* is*
3X w< 32: coV'X ax
+






















5JmL + y Tpn 6 11- f Y Taw -|£
a* ax ay















Therefore, equation (B-35 ) can be written
WVf*)-*£r. 3W» Y 5v
2 9He n IUVJ*.
+- 2. ^— +
Y L
TftN (3 +















Multiplying Eq. (B-36) by ( -r1— ) and observing that
COS* («
Ya—
^-4- Cos A ar^ ?w>- ' MWc *± cosaX ^X +
2Tw$-^-+ 2
>x Y
%1N a« + f























where X, the angle between the axial and radial components of





where 6r is the streamline shift throught the rotor defined
as 6r = rROTOR - rROTOR
OUTLET INLET (B-40)
Substituting Eqs . (B-38) and (B-39) into (B-37) yields
















To obtain a dimensionless equation, the term
Ci =agcT
is introduced into Eq. (B-41) giving
= -cos (S "(K
La / d*
<^X X V^Y W*» Ya. v :
C»cos£ oIHe








Equation (B-42) is the form of equation of motion used in the
computer program.
B-2. EQUATION OF MOTION FOR ABSOLUTE FLOW
The equation of motion for absolute flow
VH-- v y {v xv ) 4-tvs (B-43)
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Differs from the equation of motion for relative flow
(B-44)
only by the term Wx2uj which is the Coroiolis acceleration.
To obtain the programmed form of the equation of motion for
the stator, the previous derivation is followed, but with
U = , Hp becomes H, W becomes V, and 3 becomes a.
B-3 THE AREA RESTRICTION FACTOR Z
The condition at the outlet of a blade row with boundary
layers on both sides of the flow channel is shown in Fig. B-l
The flow is considered to be turbulent within the boundary
layer while, outside the layer, the velocity of the flow is
the theoretical velocity. Assuming a power-law velocity pro-










where p. , and V , represent the ideal conditions for an
isentropic expansion through the blade row to the discharge
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pressure Pd , which is assumed to be constant across the blade
spacing. The discharge angle of the flow leaving the blade











Assuming a perfect gas
P Tth TT0 - {.Tto-Tth)










Substituting Eq. (B- 51) into (B- 45) yields
Vth
(B-Sl)











the mass flow rate can be written as








Vr\; ( VnA ' n^ ^m
(B-55)






Substituting Eq. (B-51) into (B-56) gives












The loss coefficient can therefore be written as
f-.-
- 2^ (B-59)
The area restriction factor Z, is the fraction of the flow
area through which the uniform theoretical velocity would
produce the actual flow rate, thus
a.












where £p is the profile loss coefficient.
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B-4. THE ENERGY PARAMETER, H***
In Equations (B-53) and (B-58 ) the denominator of the
integrand is expanded using the binomial theorem, so that
(i-*e# j-l+Ve/) ^Ve/i + Xe 4 +t M cb-63)
The integral o£ Equation (B-58) is now written as
-J '7 - (2m " )\
o I- Xe fl
,
3^ SV, 2. 7n>
Jj + ye /] 4- ye // +•
y& >] f y e /J -J-,,, c//;




































Xe-I 3m4-J 5"i*+J 7m+l
Im-i /lm+l
(B-67)











Substituting Eq. (B-67) and Eq . (B-68) into Eq. (B-61), the
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FIGURE B-l BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECTS AT THE EXIT




PROGRAM SEGMENTATION ON THE HP- 1000
Segmentation allows large programs to be run on the
HP- 1000. The program is divided by the programmer into a
main program and several segments, which are stored on the
disc. Each segment and the main program are then compiled
and loaded. When the program is executed, the main program
and its segments are called into memory individually, and
only as they are needed for execution. In this manner, a
program can run in a partition which is smaller than that
program's total size.
When the main program has performed all executable state-
ments, the first segment is called into memory by an EXEC
call. The system then loads that segment from the disc into
a memory block following the end of the main program. The
process is illustrated in Figure C-l. Note; the main program
plus the largest segment may not together exceed 29 k. Once
a segment is in memory it can call another segment.
When executing, any segment can call any subroutine which
is attached to the main program. It was this feature which
allowed the present program to be run. All subroutines were
placed within the main program. In fact, the main program
consisted of nineteen subroutines and functions. A segment
may not return to the main program. Communication of data
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between the main program and the segments is accomplished
through a common block.
The four segments of the present program are "MAIN",
"SHORT", "PART 2" and "PART 3". The manner in which control
is passed from the main program to the first segment and from





DATA INAM /2HSH, 2H0R, 2HT /





DATA INAM /2HSH, 2H0R, 2HT /
DATA NAME /2HPA, 2HRT , 2H2 /




PROGRAM PART 2 (5)
DIMENSION NAME (3)
DIMENSION NAMR (3)
DATA NAME /2HPA, 2HRT , 2H2 /
DATA NAMR /2HPA, 2HRT , 2H3 /
CALL EXEC (8, NAMR)
END
PROGRAM PART 3 (5)
DIMENSION NAME (3)
DIMENSION NAMR (3)
DATA NAME /2HPA, 2HRT , 2H2 /
DATA NAMR /2HPA, 2HRT , 2H3 /
END
The "(5)" after the program name indicates that it is a
program segment. Note the manner in which the program name






















FIGURE C-l: PROGRAM SEGMENTATION- ILLUSTRATION OF THE MAIN




RUNNING THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
If the reader is unfamiliar with the HP- 1000 Computer
System, references [11] and [12] should be consulted before
attempting to run the program.
D-l. DATA INPUT
Using the editor, input the following data into segment
"SHORT".
1. Turbine operating conditions: referring to Table
A-III, type in appropriate data in lines 66 through 69 and
74 through 78.
2. Special input data/program control parameters:
referring to Tables A-IV and A-V, type in appropriate data
in lines 83 through 98.
3. Turbine geometry: referring to Tables A-l and
A-II, type in data for stator and rotor in lines 103 through
186.
D-2 COMPILING THE PROGRAM
1. To compile the main program type:
:RU,FTN4,MAIN: :2 5,-,-




3. Compile the second segment
:RU,FTN4,PART2: :2 5,-,-
4. Compile the final segment:
:RU,FTN4PART3: :2 5,-,-






























After the end statement, the loader will display that the
program is ready for execution.
D-4 RUNNING THE PROGRAM
Type
: RUN, THESS
The program will be executed and no further action by
the operator is required. The computed pressure ratio of
each iteration of the outer loop of the program is displayed
on the screen as it is calculated. The operator therefore





DISCREPANCIES IN MACCHI'S PROGRAM
1. Main program, lines 21 and 22; the value of ICL has
not yet been read.
2. Main program, lines 163-166; the Traupel method of
calculating gas outlet angles does not take the Mach number
into consideration. However, in lines 163-164, the program
is attempting to draw a parabola through points which repre-
sent outlet angle as a function of Mach number.
3. Main program line 281; the calling of subroutine
SLINE is questionable. Parameters are transferred to that
subroutine, but many of them have not yet been defined
(HE, DHEDX, WPER2 , DSDX1) . These undefined variables will
be set equal to zero by the IBM 360 and 370 computers. Thus,
in line 10 of subroutine SLINE, the value of DWDX will be
zero and in line 17, division by zero will occur and the
execution of the program should cease.
4. Subroutine ROTORI lines 22 and 26; the stator radii
are used in the calculation whereas the rotor radii should
be used.
5. Subroutine ASOSI, line 10 7; the correct Fortran code
is
ZETAPS(I) = .5 * ZETAS(I)
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6. Subroutine AL0S2, line 121; the correct Fortran code
is
ZETAPR(I) = .5 * ZETAPR(I)
7. Subroutine AL0S2, lines 123-126; the stator radii are
used in the calculation whereas the rotor radii should be used
8. Subroutine ANGAIN, line 14; the correct Fortran code
is
AO = ATAN(1. -XCL/H*CH*C0S(ANG1)/C0S(ANG2)*
TAN(ANG2) + XCL/H*CL*C0S(ANG1) /COS (ANG2)
*
TANCANG1)
Note: Since reference [2] was published, Professor Macchi's
program has been further developed by Professor Macchi under
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COMMON/GaS/CP ,CAM .FMMF .ERRF. .FXP1. .EXP2 A'TS?,VIS3
COMMON/CflZ/ICOR , ICOZ, I INC, IA J. , ICC, IAN, ICON
COttt*ON/MAC/IN
COMMON/ IWT/IND, INZ, IWR
COMMON/AUS/XOL
r:OMMON/C?S/CJ,G,Ql
CnMMON/VAR1/RC(l0) , R SOI. D2 .RS0LD3 .RSOLD 4 . ASFO . RSFO , RRFO.ARFO
,




C6MMQN/$AR2/B6<20) , 7R , ZS . ARF
. B2<20 ) -PR ,AMR,VU1(10)
C0MM0N/VAR3/P TE<10> . RS 1 . RS3 , RS5 , T2( i )






VA2 ( 1 )
CGMM0N/VAR5/FRA1 i(iO) ,RlNCI(10> ,ALFAii(iO) , BET All (10) ,ZETA1(10)
,
*V2(1(J) .Al FA22(10) . HFTA22(1Q)
COMMON/VAR6/PT2(10) ,TT2(10) ,PTi(10) ,DELH(10) , ALFA? (10) ,UU2(10)
,
*W:?2<10> ,T?S<iO) ,T?TS( 10)
COMMON/VAR7/TTIS<5> ,BETAT(5) ETAT(S) ,ETAI(10) .ETAS < 10) ,ETAR(10)
,
KRSTARdO >,AKIS(iO) ,PSIR<iO)
CQMHQN/VAR8/DRK105 AMUl(iO) ,AMV2(10) ,BFTET(10) ,PRAT1T(10) ,AMR2(




*S1 (10) , OSDXi (10) ,Wlt( 10) ,HE(10)
COMMON/VARiO/WUitiO) , DHfcDX(lO) ,DSDX2(10) ,RIK10),RI2(i0>,
*RI3(10) ,RI4(iO) ,RI(iC> ,SRi(.10)jSR2<iO)
COMHON/OaRII/YOLDU ft) . AA(10) PR (10) .PRAT? (10) ,WPER2(10),
ZETAS(IO) ,ZETARK20>,
.20)
CC.MMON/0a^(3/ST1(20) 'i.RR(20) !r?<20> !a2<20) ,RINC(20) ,DR(10>
,
*BETO(iO) ,STALII(10> . AREA2(i Oj.VRKiO)
COMMON/V AR 1 4/ULBM . P R A T5 . OMEG
COMMON/ALl/ALFAi(iO> . VI ( 1 ) , TTO , RPM ,RS( i 0) ,31 , TNT , H . D ,CI , Tl ( 10 )
*Pl<10> .TO.TEI ,ALI . BESP . XX, ANG20 . AMSi ( 1 ft
>
, S , TN , C . T~ , AL,S0 . TNO,
*r.O TEO.lKlft) ,D11 ,DtO,D?I , D20.ANC2I . AI..FAX ,Tl ,1 .PTO , ALO ,AMC
C0MMON/AI.2/BETA2( 1 ).'. HETAK 1 ) . BETAOd. 0) !U2tiO) , TTF(lO) ,U?(10>
,
*SIR,1NIR .HR,DZ,CIR,TTPC,SZ,TNR'.CR ,SQR .TNOR , COR .ALT P ,ALR,ALOR,
*P2.( 1 ;
,
WiJ2< i ) , Wl( 1 ) , TEIR , TFR , TEOR , Di TR , DIOR , BETAZ , BETAI , ANH,
*TTR-.TR,TfiR ,STALI(10)
COMMON/ARE/REE
C0MM0N/TRA/XP0i(5>8) XP02(6,3) .ALFK8) ,AI.F01<5> ,ALF02<6)
,
*Y(.10),Yl(10),O(6),RX(30).RY(3 0),IR(30);Z(6),Ci(4,S),C2(4,8)











,100'. ,120 . ,150. ,170./
. 0465, . 0440 . 0428, . 0424,
0^.50',
. 0330, . 0323,
0312, , 0296, . 0285,
029S, .0267, .0250,
0273, . 0245, . 0225,
0224, . 0205, . 0183,
0213,
. 0181, , 0152,
0?06'
;
. 0155, . 0125/
P4?n .
. 0402, . 0313,
0318, ,029b, . 0200,
0275, . 0250^ . 01.43,
024? , .0208 , . (1070,
0203. .0168, . 0000, ,
01S4. ,0106, . 0100,
0104: . 0050,-. 01.5, ,





TUS(iO) ,PPAT3(10) ,SS< 10) , ALFA
d
C0flfi0N/VAR12/BtTA(1 0) ,DtLR(10) .UPERO(IO) ,!
*ZETAR3(20) ,ZETAR5(?0) ,Ri(20)
,































































CnHrtiiN/f^A^/HP .CAM .FMrtF ,LPPF FY'^I EXP? .UTS?,VTS3
741

007" mMM0N/C07/ICGR,IC0Z.IINC,IAI . ICL, IAN, ICON






RSOLD2 . RSO! D3 , RS0LD4 . ASFO . KRFO . RRFO , ARFO




0087 COMMON/VAR2/B6(20) • 7R ZSARF R2 ( 20 ) , PR , AMR , VUi < i )
nn88 CaMMON/VAR3/PTE<i0 5 ,RSt .RS3 ,f*R5,T2< 10 )
0089 C0MM0N/UAR4/HRi ,BR2 , BR3',RR1 ',3R3,RRS .VA?( 10 )
090 COflMON/VARS/PRAl 1 O ft > . R INCI d ) .ALEAlldft) .BEIA1 1(10) ,ZETA1(10)
,
0?i *V2<10>,ALFA22<10) RETA22(10)
0092 OOMnON/VARb/PT2dO) ,TT2(i0> ,PTi(10) .DELH(iO) ,ALFA?< i 0) ,VU2(10) .
0093 *WR2(10> ,T2S(1Q) *T2IS<10)
94 nOMHON/VAR7/TTIS<S) .BETAT(S) ,ETAT(5) .FTAK10) ,ETAS<10) ,ETAR(iO)
,
095 *USrAR(iO ) . AKISdO).PSTR(iO)
096 OOMMON/VAGR/DkldO} . AMWid. 0) ,AMV2(iO) , ^FTFT(IO) . PRATlT(iO) .
097 *AMR2<iO) , YS< 1 ) , XI d ) , AREA1 d ) .ZETAPSd 0) , WPERK 10) , YR( 10) .
0098 *X?<10)
99 COMMON/VARP/ZETAPd 0) ,ZETAPR(10) ,AS(iO),AR(iO),SIidO),SI2(iO>,
0100 #St (10) ,DRPXl(lO) ,UIi(tO>.HE<10>
0101 COMMON/'JARI 0/UUl d Q ) . DHEDXd 0) ,DRDX2d ) ,RIi(iO) ,RI2(10 > .
0102 *RI3(10) ,RT4( t J) .R l< j ft) , SR i ( 1 n
)
:SR2d 0)
0103 r.OMMON/VARM/YQLDU ) . AA< 1 ) . SR ( 1 ) ,PRAT2(10) ,WPER2(10) ,
0i04 *Pl.lDX(iO) ,TU.S(iO) ,PRAT3(lO) ,SS< 1.0) ,ALFA< 10)
0105 C0MH0N/VAR12/BETAU C) ,DELR<10) WPEROdO) ,ZETA3d 0) ,ZETARi(20) ,
0106 *ZhT«R3(?0) ZETAR5(.?n) .RH20) .Ai (20) ,T10(20)
0107 COHMON/VAR13/STK20)
. TRR(20 ) ,R2<20 ) ,A2<20 > ,RINC<20 ) ,DR< 10)
,
0103 YPFrO(lO) .STALIK iO) .ARFA2d.0) .URKlfi)
0109 00MM0N/UAR14/WLBM ) PRAT5.0MEG '
0110 COMMON/ AL1/ALFAid ft) .ViilO ) . TTO.RPM RSdO),SI,TNTH.D
>
CI,Tl(10),
0111 *?!( 10) ,TO,TEI ,ALI .FESP . XX , ANnpn '. AMS1 < 1 ) . 5 , TN , C . TP .AL.SO.TNO,
0112 *CO,TEO .lid ft) ,Ml ,DlO,D2l .&20.ANG21 ,ALFAX ,TT ,T .PtO ALO.AMC





0114 *5TR INIR .HP ,DZ,CIR .TTPC.SZ,TNR ,CR .SOR TNOR .COR . Al_IR , ALR , ALOR
,
0115 *P2(10) ,1403(10) ,WidO) , TElR , TFR , TEOR , Di TR . DiOR , BETAZ , BETA! , ANM,




XP02(6,8) ,ALFi(8) .ALF0K5) ,ALF02(6)
,0119 *Y(iO),Yi(lO) ,Q<6) ,RX(30) ,RY(30),IR<30),Z(6) > Ci(4,8) ,C2(4,8)0120 DATA fNAM /2HSH , 2H0R , 2HT /
0121 TRA5=i
0122 XX=i.25




0126 SUBROUTINE CHANd TO , AMC ,PT0
,
RC ,ULBM ,U1CHAN .WPERO)
0127 D[MENSION RC ( i ) , WPERO( i )
0128 OOMMON/GAR/CP ,OAM , EMME ,ERKF , EXP 1 ,EXP2 , UIS2 ,VIS3
0129 COMMON/CSR/Cj'G.Oi
0130 TC=TTO/d . +(GAM-i . ) /2 . *AMC*AMC)
0131 VC=SQRT(OAM*ERRE*G*TC)*AMC















0145 SUBROUTINE STATR ( ALFAi ,X . TTO PTO , AM . T , P . VI , VAi , ST 1 ,SI2 , Y , S , DSDX
,
0146 *VUi. PRAT, TIIS.SS.DALF.RSF.DELR.CL.CK.ZFTAPS.R, RSI ,RS3,RSS,
0147 *7FTA,DR , ZETAS , AMS , NS , UR 1)
0148 DIMENSION ALEAK 1 ft > , Xd ) , T d ) .Pd 0) .UKiO) ,UA1 (1 0) ,311(1 0) .
0149 *S12d0 ) . YdO ) .DSDXd O) . VUi dft ) ,PRAT( 10 > .TLISdO) ,SR(10) ,S< 1.0) .
0150 *DALDX(ifi) ,AI. EAd 0) ,AI..FAMd 0) ,DAl_F(10) .AMS(IO) . DAI.FDX ( 10 ) . DELR (




























































































ZFTAS<I)=ZETA(i) + < (R( D-RS1 >/<RS3-RS! ) >*( 7FTA(3)-ZETA<1 > >
ALFAi d)=rti.FAK3) + < (R(I)-RS3)/(RS1-RS3) sxDALFd )






ZETASd )=7FTA<3)+< ( R ( I )-RS3 ) / ( RS5-RS3 ) ) X (7ETA<5 )-ZETA(3> )
ALFAi ( I ) =ALFAi < 3 ) + ( < R d ) -RS3 > / ( R S5-R S3 ) ) XOALF ( 5
)







DALFDX d> = < ALFAi (2) -ALFAi d) )/(X(2)-X(i))
GO TO 315
JFd-5) 311,313,313




DALFDX(5)=< ALFAi <5)-ALFAl<4) ) / (X (5) -X (4)
>


















DSDX(i) = (S<2)-S(i ) )/(X(2)-Xd))
DSDX(2)=0 . 5*(DSDXd )+(S(3)-S<2))/<X(3)-X(2)))
DSDX(3)=.SX< (S(4)-S(3))/(X(4)-X(3))+(S(3)-S(2))/<X<3)-X(?)))
DSDX(4)=.5*( <S(5)-S<4>)/(X(5>-X(4))+<S<4)-S(3))/<X<4)-X(3))>
DSDX ( 5) = ( S (5 )-S C4) ) / < X (5) -X( 4)
)
DO 316 1=1,5
IF(NS-i) 319 321 321
SS(I) = (i , -Co£( ALFAi d) )**2/(C2*Yd)**2) )*DSDX(I)
GO TO 316
SS<1) = ( (-COS(ALFAKI) ) X*2/(C2*Y ( I) **2 ) ) +SIN( ALFAi (I ) )**2+C0S(AL
XFAt (I) >**2X(CL**2+<DRd)/2. ) *X2 ) /CLXX2 )XDSDX(I ) +C0S ( ALFAi ( I ) )**2*
XCKX2 . XRSFXDELR ( I ) /GL**2
SI2(I)=SS( I)+SIi(I)
SUMi = (SI?d )+SI2(2) )*<X<2)-Xd))/4.
SUM2=(SI?(?)+SI2(3))X(X(3)-X(2) )/4.
SUH3=(SI2(3)+SI2(4) ) X( X(4 )-X ( 3) ) /4
.





















WRI1E(6,328) l,C8,C9,J,SIld):SS(I),SI2(I),Y(l) , ALFAI (I)
r.ONTINUE
DO 334 T=i ,5
UAi. ( I)=VA1(3)*Y( I )
243

0239 VUKI)=VAi < I)*TAN(AI FAKI)
)
Q240 - VI (I>=VA1 ( I)/COS(Al.FAKI) )
241 URK1)=-Vrt1 (I)*DR(T)/2./CL
242 UK I )=PQRT(U1 C1)*UK I)+VRt<I)*VRi<D)
0243 T( I)=TTO-Vi (I)**2/01
0244 rilSCI )=TTO-<TTO-T(T> )/ETA(I)
0245 P(I )=PTO*(TiIS<I)/TTO)**EXPi
0246 334 PR AT < I )=P < I > /PTO






0253 SUBROUTINE ROTOl ( UUi >VA1 ,RPM,U ,BETAi ,HE,TTE,PTE ,X2 ,Pi ,Ti , Ul.UUi.
0254 *Xi,RS,ZFTAR .ZETAPR . RR DHEDX, DSDX . S .U2 , nMEG.BRi , BR2 , BR3>FSJ . FS2
,
0255 *7ETA,B6.RSi ', RS3 . RSS , BFTO , STALT ,BINC,UR1)




TK5) .UK 5) JWUKS) ,XK5) . RS<5> ,ZETARCS)
,0258 *7FTAPR(S) ,RR<5) .DHEDX (5) jDSDX(S) ,S<5) ,U2(5) ,ZETA(5)
,0259 *VRK5) .*6<10) ,BETO(S) ,STALI(5) ,BINC(5)
0260 COMMON/CSR/r.J,G,Ql
0261 COMMON/GAS/CP ,GA*l .EMME ,ERRE,EXP1 ,EXP2, VIS2 ,UIS3
0262 COMrtUN/IUI/CND.INZ.IUR
0263 C=2.*32. 174*778. 16*CP
0264 0MEG=RPH*3. 1416/30.






0271 Ui ( I ) =SQRT ( UR 1 ( 1 ) *UR 1 ( I >+WK T ) *UK I ) >




276 512 ZETAR(I)=ZETA(1 )+ ( RS ( I )-RSl ) / ( RS3-RS1 )*( ZETAC3 )-7ETA( 1)
)
0277 GO TO 518
0278 514 ZETAR(I)=ZETA(3)





0284 DSDX(2)=0 . 5*( DSDX ( 1 >+( S ( 3 ) -S< 2) ) / (X2 ( 3)-X2( 2 ) )
)
0285 DSDXC3)=0 . 5* < (S( 4 ) -S < 3 ) ) / ( X2 < 4 >-X2( 3 > >+(S(3)-S(2) ) / ( X2(3)-X2( 2) )
>
0286 DSDX('5> = (S(5>-S(4))/<X2(5)-X2(4)>
0287 DSDX(4)=0 , 5*(DSDX< 5 ) +< S<4 )-S( 3 ) ) /( X2< 4 ) -X2 (3) )
>
0288 DHEDX <1>=(HE(2)-HE(1 > ) / < X2 < ? >-X2 ( 1 )
)
0289 DHEDX(2)=.5*(DHEDX( 1 ) + (HE (3 )-HE < 2) ) /< X2 ( 3 ) -X2(2 ) )
>
0290 DHEDX(3>=0.5*( (HE<3)-HE(2) > /( X2(3)-X2 < 2 ) ) + (HE( 4 ) -HE ( 3) >/
0291 * (X2(4)-X?(3))>
0292 DHEDX(5)=<HE(5)-HE(4> ) /(X2(5)-X2( 4)
0293 DHEDX(4)=0
.






0298 SUBROUTINE R0T02 (BETA2 . HE . DHEDX .DSDX1 , DSDX2 , VA? , UU? ,W2 . UU2 , V2 .
0299 *X2,U,YR , ZETAR ,RIi . R T2, R 13 , R 14 . R I , SRI. , 5R2 . AA , SR , TTE , PTE , T2, P2, PRAT2
030 *.T2S.INDS ) 0BE.f,kRE,DELR,CI_,CK '.PR ,R ,RR1 . R!*3 , RRB ,NS , WR2)
0301 DIMENSION BETA2<5).HE<5> .DHEDX (5) ,DSDXK5> ,080X2(5) , UA2(S),
0302 *UU2(5) ,W2(S) ,VU2(S) ,U?<5> ,X?( 5) . U(5 ) , YR ( 5 ) , ZET AR ( 5 ) ,
03 03 *R IKS ),R 12(5) ,RI3(S$.RI4<5> ,RK5>,SRK5) , SR2(S) , Y0LD(5)
,
0304 *AA(S) ,SR(5) .TTE (5) ,PTE (5 ) . T2 ( 5 ) . P2( 5 ) .PRAT? (5) ,T?S(5) ,
0305 *DBET(5) , BFTAri < 5 > , AMR ( 5 ) ,DBETDX(S) , BETA (5; ,DELR(5) ,RI5(5) ,
0306 *DR(5> ,R(5) ,UR2<5>
0307 COMMON/TOL/TOL1 ,T0L2 ,T0L3 ,1 0L4
0308 COMMON/CSS/CJ,G,Ql






0315 DO 274 1=1,5
0316 IF<K<I)-SR3) 270,271.273
0317 270 BETA2C I. )=RETA2( 3) + <R ( T. >-RR3 ) /' RR1-RR3)*DBET ( 1) .
)~'.<fi r,n TO 2^4 ^—
—























































































PBETDX(l) = <BFTA2(2)-RI-TA2(i> ) / ( X2<2 >-X2 < 1) )











SINl*-2 . xSTN(BEl A2< I> >**2/X2(I)
R 1 1 < I ) =PROD+Sl Nl + DSOXi ( I
)
SR1(I)=-4.*U<3)*C0S(BFTA2<I) ) *STN ( BETA?< I > ) / (UA2< 3 ) *YR ( I )
)
SR2 ( I > =2 . *IJ ( 3 ) *U ( I ) *COS ( BETA2 < I ) ) **2/ ( UA2 ( 3 ) **?* YR ( I ) **2
)
YOI_D<l)=YR<I)
AACI)=(VA2<3;*YR<I ) /C0S(BETA2 ( I ) ) >**2/<C*HE<I)
)




282 UiRITE<6,121) (Rli(I) , T=i ,5)
121 FORMAT (/23H CONSTANT INTEGRAND 1-5, 5F8.5)
WRITE (6,122)
122 FORMAT (/60H SLINE INDS1 GRAD S INT2 INT3 INT4 INT
*f VAL)










DSDX2(1) = (SR(2)-SRM. ) ) /(X2( 2 )-X2( 1 ) )
DSDX2(2)=0 ,5*<DSDX2(i)+<SR<3)-SR(2))/<X2<3)-X2(2) )
>













* X(C0S(BFTA2(I) )/YR(I> )**2
GO TO 4
32 RI4(l)=-(DSDXl(l)t-DSDX2(I))*C1*HE(I)*(C0S(BFTA2(I) >/YR(I. ) )**2
RI5(I ) = (DSDX1( D+DP.DX2C I) >*<STN(BETA2< I > >**2+C0S(BFTA2< I > >**2
**( <CL**2+(DR<I)/2.0)**2)/CL**2) )-COS( BETA2< 1 ) ) **2* ( 2 . *CK*RRF*
*DELR(I) )/CL**2
RI4(1)=RI4(I)+RI5(I)
40 9T(I)=RI1 (I)+RI2(I )+RI3(I)+PI4(I)
SUMi=(RI(l)+Rl(2) )*(X2(2)-X2(l))/4.
SUM2=<RI<2>+RI(3> )*(X2(3)-X2(2> )/4.




































































































































WRITE (6,123) I,IND81,DSDX2(I),RI2(I),RI3(I),RI4(I) ,RI(I),YR(I)
CONTINUE
Dn 70 1=1 ,5
VA2(I)=YR(T)*VA2(3)
142 ( I ) =UA2 ( I ) /COS ( BETA2 ( I ) )
WR2 ( I ) =-VA2 ( I ) *DR ( I ) /?. . /CL





AMR(1)=U2(I)/SQR1 (GAM*ERRE*G*T2( I >
)
CONTINUE
PO 190 T = i .5
WU2(I)=UA2tI)*TAN(BETA2(I))
V1J2(I)=U1IJ2(I)+U(I)
T2S(l)=TTE(I)-(TTF(I)-T2(I))/(i . -2ETAR ( I )
)








F2=l ,/(3, *C + i
F3=i ./(S . *C+i
F4 = l ,/(7, *C+i
F5=l ,/(9 , *C + i
FL0UR(PRAT,ZETAP,X,UI,PTF,PTO,TTE,TTO,AS,ZS,RS,AR,ZR,
UA,WPER,CODE.Wt.BM,B,R,TIPC,A)
DIMENSION PRAT (10) , 7ETAP ( i ) , X ( 1 6 ) ,UI ( 1 ) ,PTE(10) ,TTE(10)
,





, T0L3 , T0L4
COMMON/MAC/TN












PRATCR=(2./(GAM+i . ) )**(GAM/ ( GAM-i . )
)
PHICR=(2./(GAM+1 , ) >**(i./(GAM-l . ) )*SQRT ( 2 . *GAM/ ( GAM + i . >
>
DO 420 1=1,5
TF (PRATCR-PRAT(I) ) 400,402.402
40 XE=i ,-PRAT(I)**( (GAM-i . )/GAM)
GO TO 404








XT = (HSTAR-1 . )/(HSTAR-1 . +ZETAP ( I )
)
IF (PRATCR-PRAT(I) ) 406,408.408
PHI=SQRT(2.*GAM/(GAM-i . >* (PR AT (
I
)**(2 . /GAM )-PRAT ( I )**































































































FORMA! (/SH XH=, F6 . 4 > 6H PHT= . F7 . 5 , 7H ARAT=.F6.4)
hn:(I> = (PTE(I)/PTO)/SnRT(TTF(T:i/TTO)*ARATxXI*PHI*cnSL(I)
SUM1=(UI< 1 )+UI(2> )*<X(2)-X(1 ) >/2.
SUM2=(WI<2>+WI (3) )*<X(3)-X(2> )/2.
C?UM3=(WT<3)+UI<4) >*(X(4)-X(3) )/2.
SIJil4=(un. <4)+WI(5) >X(X(5)-X(4) >/2.
USUM=SUMi+SUM2+SUM3+SUM4
IF(M-i) 428,426,428














JF(PRAT(i) .LT.PRATCR . AND.PRAT(5) . LT .PRATCR) GO TO 470









URITE(6,422) (WI(I) , 1=1,5)
PORMAH/20H f-LOW INTEGRAND 1-5, F10.5)
WRITE (6, 424) SUM1 . SUM2; SUM3 , SUM4 , WSUrt
FORMAT (/iSH SUMS i-4. U3UM, 5F10.5)
WRITE (6,440) WSUM.WREQ,VA(3)
FORMA! (3SH REF FLOWS , COMPUTFD-REQUIRED , AX VAL ,2Fi . 4 ,F1 . 2
>
WRITE (6,444) WCHAN.ULBM
F0RMAT(/3oH REF FLOW RATE CHANNEL-SQUARE INCHFS , F8 . 5 , 18H FLOW RATE
*-I.BM/SEC,Ffl.S>
WRITE (6,446) M
FORMAT (/30H STKEAMLINE FLOW FRACTIONS. M=I2)






SUBROUTINE SLINE ( RR ,X ,DUDX , WPER2 , WPERi , HF ,U ,DHEDX , S ,DSDXi
,
*ARF,RRF.PCi . FC2~, CODE, M,B )
DIMENSION RR(i0),X(10) ,DUDX(1 0) ,UI ( 10 ) , WPER2( 10 ) , WPERi ( 10 ) ,HE( 10 )
,
*DHEDX(10) ,S(10) ,DSDXi (10) ,U(1 0),B(20)






J = I + 1




K = I + i
J=I-i
IF (ABS(WPER2(l)-WPFRi(I) )-T0L2) 716,716,702
IF (UPER2(!)-WPER1. (!) ) 704,716,708
XN=X(] )+(WPERi(l )~WPER2(I))/DWDX(J)
IF(h-i) 706,712,706
SI ..= ( HE ( K ) -HE ( I ) ) / ( X ( K) -X < I )
)
DEL=2.*(SI.-DHEDX(I) ) / ( X ( K )-X ( I ) )
DHEDXd. )=DHEDX<1)+DFI *(XN-X(I) )
HE ( I> =HE ( T ) +OHEDX ( T ) * ( XN-X ( I )
)
SI. = ( S ( K ) -E ( I ) ) / ( X ( K ) -X ( I ) )
DEL=2 . * ( SI -DSDXi ( 1 ) ) / ( X ( K )-X ( I )
)































































































I)EL =2.*(DSDX1(I)-SL>/(X(I)-X( J) )







































SUBROUTINE ALOS1 ( ZETAS .ZETAPS)
DIMENSION ZETAS(10> . 7ETAPS(10 )
*S7R,TNIR ,HR ,DZ
>
CIR,TlPC.SZ,TNR,CR,SOR ,TN0R , COR , ALIR , ALR ; ALOR
.
*P2(10) ,WU?(i0),Ui(10) ,TEIR,THR,TEOR,DiIR,DiOR,BETAZ,BETA.T.AN«,
*TTR .TR,TOR .STALK5 0)
COMHON/GAS/CP , GAM , EMME , ERRE , EXP 1 ,EXP2 , VIS2 , Y IS3
OOMMON/CSS/CJ,G,Qi











TRA4=RPM*3. 14159/30 , *RS(MACC ) /I 2 . * . 3048
IF(MACC-3) 6002,6003,6004
6002 CALL TRAU2 ( TR Al , 90 . , TRA2 , TP A3 , EMME ,GAM , SI ,TNI .H ,D , TRA5 ,CI , TR A4
,
*0. ,TR 16, TRA7,TRA8,TR A9, ZETAS (MACO)
GO TO 6001
6003 CALL TRAU2 ( TRAi . 90 . , TRA2 ,TR A3 .EMME ,GAM , S ,TN , H,D,TPA5,C ,TRA4,
*0 . ,TR26,TRA7, TRA8.TR A9. ZETAS (MACO)
GO TO 6001
6004 CALL TRAU2 ( TRAI , 90 . ,TRA2 ,TRA3 . EMME ,GAM ,SO ,TNO ,H ,D , TRA5, CO , TR A4
*0. , TR36.TRA7,TRA8, TRA9, ZETAS (MACC)
)
6001 CONTINUE
IF(ICOZ.I.T.S) GO TO 2026
DO 2027 MACC=1,5,2
XY=ZETAS(MACC)/(i . -7ETAS( MACC )
)
ZETAS(MACC)=(((1 . +XY)/(i.+XY*Pl(MACC)/PTO) ) **EXP2-1 . )/
*( (P TO/PI (MACC) )**FXP2-i .
)
IFdCOZ.FQ.8) ZETAS(MACC) = (( (1 . +XY)/(1 . +XY*BESP) )**EXP2-1 . )/
*(1 . /BESP**EXP2-1 . )
2027 CONTINUE
2026 CONTINUE
IF(IC0N.NE.3) GO TO 31
30 DO 32 1=1,5,2
32 ZFTAPS(T)=ZETAS(I)
31 IFdCON.NF .2) GO TO 33
IF (IGOR .F0.4) /FTAPS(1)=TR16
TFd'COR . FO .4) ZETAPS(3)=TP?6
2^P

0639 IFdCOR. EQ. 4) ZETAPS( 5 )=TR36
0640 33 CONTINUE
0641 TFUCON.NE. i) GO TO 34
0642 DO 35 1=1,5,2
0643 3? ZETAPSd )= . 5*ZETAS< I
)
0644 34 CONTINUE





0650 SUBROUTINE AL0S2( ZETAR ,ZETAPR
)
0651 DIMENSION ZETAPS ( i ) , ZETASC J ) , ZETAPR ( 1. ) .ZETAR ( 1 )
652 COMMON/ALl/ALf-AH 1QKUK10) ,TTO,RPM.RS( 10 ) >SI,TNI ,H,D,CI ,Ti (10)
,
0653 *Pi(iO) .TH.TEI.ALI . BFSP , XX . ANG?Q ' AMSi ( I ')> ,S,TN,C . TE , AL .SO, TNO
.
654 *CO,TEO .U(iO) ,D1I ,D10.D21 . D20 , ANG2I , ALFAX , TT ,T ,PtO , ALO '. AMC
0655 r.OriMON/AL2/BETA2(i0) '.BETAiO.6) ,BETAO< 1 0) , U)2( i ) , TTEdO) , U2(1Q) ,0656 *SIR ,TNI.R .HR .DZ.CIR .TIPC.SZ.TNR .OR .SOP .TNOR .LOR .ALIR , Al H . AI..OR ,
0657 *P2< i.0 > . Wfi 2 ( 10 ) , Wi ( 10 ) . TtIR , TFR '. T FOR , Di IR , DIOR , BETAZ , BETAI , ANM .
0658 *TIR,TR,TOR .5TALK10)
0659 COMMON/VARi/RC(10) . RS0I..D2 , RS0LD3 >RSOI D4 . P.SFO . RSFO , RRFO , ARFO .
0660 *RR(10) .RRnLD2,RR0LD3,RR0LD4,C',',CK,VA 1.(10) , DALF(iO) ,DBET(10)'
0661 *ASF,AMS,P1<20)
0662 COMMON/VAR?/B6<20) , ZR , ZS , ARF , B2 ( 20 ) , PR, AMR0663 COMMON/VAR3/PTE<10) , RSI ,RS3 . RSS , T2( i )








0673 IFdCOR .NE. 4) GO TO 60l0
0674 DO 6011 MACC=1,5,2
0675 TRAi=90 . +BETA2( MACC)*57 . 29578
0676 TRAX=9 . -BETAI ( MACC ) *57 . 29578
0677 GT.UD=BETA0(MACC)-PFTA1(MACC)





0683 6012 CALL TRAU2 ( TRA1 . TRAX , TRA2 , TRA3 , EMME , GAM . SIR ,TNIR , HR , DZ ,TRA5 ,CIR
,
0684 *TRA4,TTP0,TR16,TRA7,TRA8,TRA9,ZETAR(MACC) )
0685 GO TO 6014
0686 6013 CALL TRAU2 ( TRA1 . TRAX , TRA2 , TR A3 .EMME .GAM ,SZ , TNR . HR , DZ,TRA5.CR
,
0687 *TRA4.TIPC,TR26,TRA7,TRA8,YCL , ZETAR ( MACC)
)
0688 GO TO 6011





0693 PS 1=1 ./(i ,-YCL*DHl*G*CJ/U2(3)/WU2<3))
0694 ZEZE=ZETAR(3)
0695 DO 6015 MACC=i.5.2
0696 ZETAR ( MACC )=ZETAR (MACC) +(1.-ZEZE)*(1.-PSI*PSI)
0697 6015 CONTINUE
0698 6010 CONTINUE
0699 IFdCOZ.LT.5) GO TO 2046
0700 DO 2047 MACC=i,5
0701 XY=ZETAR(MACC)/(1 . -ZETAR (MACC)
)
0702 ZETAK(MACC)=(((i.+XY)/( 1 . +XY*P? (MACC) /PTE (MACC) ) )**EXP2-i , )/
0703 *( (PTE(MACC)/P2(MACC) >**EXP2-i .
0704 IFdCOZ.EO.8) ZETAR (MACC) =( ( (1 . +XY)/(i .+XY*BESP) )**EXP2-i . )/




0708 IF(1C0N.NE.3) GO TO 31
0709 30 DO 32 I=1,S,2
0710 32 7ETAPR(I)=ZETAR(I)
0711 31 IF(IC0N.NF.2) GO TO 33
0712 IFdCOR. FO. 4) ZET APR ( 1 )=TR16
0713 IFdCOR. Efl. 4) ZETAPR ( 3 )=TR26
0714 IFdCOR. EQ. 4) ZE1 APR (5)=TR36
0715 33 CONTINUE
0716 IFdCON.NF. 1) GO TO 34
0717 DO 35 1=1,5,2




















































































7JETAR(2> = ZFTARC1 ) + ( RR <2)-PR 1 ) / ( RR3-RR1 ) *<ZFTAR ( 3 )-ZETAR ( 1) )
7ETAR<4) = 7.ETAR (3 ) + ( RR ( 4 ) -KR3 ) / < RR5-RR3 > * ( ZETAft f S > -ZETAR ( 3 ) )










C TF=TRAILTNG EDGE THICKNESS
C SP=BLADE SPACING
APC1=TH/SP






TF.RM4=< 4 . *TE/SP )*TERh3






























IF(ANG1 .GE. ALFi(I) . AND . ANG1 . LE . ALF1 < I+i ) ) GO TO 100
IF(ANGi .LT.ALFK 1 ) ) GO TO 101
IF(ANG1 .GT.ALFi(8>) GO TO 102
11 CONTINUE
.00 CONTINUE
XP 0=Y < I ) + < Y ( I + i ) -Y (!>)/( ALF 1(1 + 1) -ALF i ( I) ) * ( ANG 1 -ALF 1 ( I )
)













8) GO TO 100
1) CSIM=i .-0.22/0 .3*(AHACH-0 .8)
..2. AND, AMACH.GT. 1.1) CSIH^O .78+0 . 15/0 . i*^AMACH-l . i !







SUBROUTINE CID < ANC1 ,T .DEL ,CSID , PSID ,PSIF ,HM,DM)
DIMENSION X(7) ,Y1(7>, Y2<7)
FF = i.-DEI./T/SIN(ANGl)
DATA X/15.,20. ,25, ,30. ,4S. ,60. ,90 ./
r>ATA Yi/ i'06,i .1 A .17,1.225,1 .63,2.1 ,2.45/






. /3 , 1415
0R00 T/O i 1 = 1,6
0801 IF(A.LE.X<i> ) Y=l .+0 . 06*A/15.
0802 IFCA.GE.Xd) , AND . A . I. F. . X ( I + i ) ) Y=+< Yl ( I+i ) -Yi < I ) ) / ( X ( 1 + 1 ) -X ( I ) ) *
0803 *(A-X< I) >+Yi( I)
0804 IFCA.I. E .X(i) ) Z=Y2<i)*A/X(l>









0811 PSID=Z*4.*(i ,-EF>*< 1 ,-EF)














.4) XL=XP*0 . 65/ . 4*SI.
0824 IF(SL.GT. . 4 . AND . SL . LF. . .8) XL=XP*(0 .65+0 .45/0 ,4*<SL-.4>)
0825 IF(SL.GT. . 8 . AND . SL . I.E. 1 .5) XL~XP*(1 .1 + 0. 04/0 . 7* ( SL-0 . 8)
)
0826 IF(SL.GT.i.5> XI_=XP*< 1 .5+0 . 6/1 , 7*(SL-1 . 5) >
0827 ASC=V1*SIN(ANG1)/UM
0823 XRO=0. 025+0 . OiS/0 . 64*ASC*ASC
0829 JF(ASC.LT. .2) XRO=.024





0835 FUNCTION ALEAK (DEI...RFT ,DM,AL, CLE, ALFAi )
0836 Ci=0 .82-0 . 075*DELBET '





0842 SUBROUTINE CHBFT < X . Y .
N
xA,M ,RX , RH , R
)
0843 C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS:
0844 C X ARRAY OF ABSCISSAE DIMENSIONED RF.AL*4 X(N)
0845 C Y ARRAY OF ORDTNATES DIMENSIONED RFAL*4 Y(N)
0846 C N NUMPFR OF SAMPLE POINTS v INTEGER)
0847 C A ARRAY OF THE OUTPUTTF.D POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
0848 C DIMENSIONED AT LEAST A(M+2) (REAL*4>
0849 C M ORDER OF DESTRFD APPROXIMATING POLYNOMIAL
0850 C RX WORK ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST RFAL*4 RX(M+2)
0851 C • RH WORK ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST REAL*4 RH(M+2)
0852 C R INTEGER WORK ARRAY DINENSIONED AT LEAST R(M+2)
0853 C
0854 C .NOTE: DIVIDED DIFFERENCES AND NEWTON'S INTERPOLATING FORMULA IS













0868 DO 1 I=2,MPLUSi
0869 R(I)=H+i.O
0870 1 H=H+D
0871 2 H=-i .
0872 C SELECT M+2 REFERENCE PAIRS AND SET ALTERNATIVE DEVIATION VECTOR








087? C COMPUTE M+i LEADING DIVIDED DIFFERENCES










0890 1.1 = 1
0891 AH=AI
0892 RHU=RHI
0893 1 = 1-1
0894 IF(I-J) 4,5,5
0895 4 CONTINUE
0896 C EQUATE <M+i) THE DIFFERENCE TO ZERO 10 DETERMINE H
089/ H=-A(MPLUS2)/RH(MPI..IJS2>
0898 C WITH h KNOWN, COMBINE THE FUNCTION AND DEVIATION DIFFERENCES
0899 DO 6 1=1 .MPLUS2
0900 6 A(I)=A(I5+RH<I)*H










0911 8 1 = 11
0912 J=J-i
0913 IF(J-1 ) 9,7,7
0914 9 CONTINUE
0915 C IF THE REFERENCE DEVIATION IS NOT INCREASING MONOTONICALLY
0916 C THEN EXIT
0917 HMAX=ABS(H>
0918 IF(HMAX.GT.PREVH) GO TO 29
0919 MMPLUS2) =-HMAX
0920 RETURN
0921 C FIND THE INDEX. IMAX, AND VALUE, HIMAX, OF THE LARGEST ABSOLUTE







0929 DO 110 1=1,
N









0939 IF(ABSHI .LE.HMAX) GO TO 11
0940 HMAX=ABSHI
0941 HIMAX=HI _
0942 IMAX=I . _.-.-_...
0943 GO TO 110
0944 11 IF(J.GE.MPLUS2) GO TO 110
0945 J=J + i
0946 RT=RCJ>
0947 110 CONTINUE
0948 C IF THE MAXIMUM ERROR OCCURS AT A NONRFFFRENCE POINT., EXCHANGE THIS
0949 C POINT UTTH THE NEARFST REFERENCE POINT HAVING AN ERROR OF TH£
0950 C SAME SIGN AND REPEAT
0951 IF(IMAX.EQ.R(i) ) RETURN
0952 DO 14 1=2,MPLUS2 -





. NE . ) NFXTHI =-H









































































































CALL CHBFT(ALP02,Yi , 6 , Z,3 ,RX , RY , IR
>













CALL CID<ANGZ,T,DF7,CSID,PSID,PSIF,HM > DM)
R2=CSIU<R,CSTP,t,ANGZ,HM>
P3=CSIR (S.HM.Vi , ANG7 , UM.CSIP)
RPRO=R*CRTP*Rl*CSID+PSIF+PSID
IFCCL.LE. . ) YCL=0
.
IF(CL.LE, 0. ) GO TO 1000
DEL=3. 1416-(ANG0+ANG1>*3. 1416/180.
ALFl=i.5708-ANGZ









IF<XBAR ,EQ. 0. ) GO TO 10
M1=M+1


















0009 COMMON/TOL/TOLi ,T0L2 ,T0L3
, T0L4
0010 C0MM0N/TR5/TRA5





9017 COMMON/VARi/RC( 10 ) , PS0LD2 .RS0LD3 ,RS0LD4 . ASFO . RSFO , RRFO , ARFO
,
018 *RR<10) , RR0lD2,RR0LD3,RR0LD4,CV,Ci<,VAl( 10) ,DALF< 10 5 , DBET(iO)
,0019 *ASF,AMS\b1<20>
0020 common/Oar 2/B6( 20 ) ,zr ,zs,arf,b2(20) .pr.amr.vukio)
0021 COMMON/VAR3/PTE(tO) .Rfti,RS3, RS5,T2(l0>
0022 C0MM0N/YAR4/BR1 ,BR2,BR3,RRJ ,RR3 , RR5 ? VA?( 1 )023 ("OnMON/VARS/PRATi < 1 0) .RlNCIO 0>
,
ALFA J 1(10) .BETA1K10) .ZETAi(lO)
,
024 *V2(10) ,Ai.FA22(10J ,BFTA22<10>
025 COMMQN/VAR6/PT2(lO) ,TT2(10> ,PT1(10) ,DELH(10) ,ALFA2(10) ,UU2(10)
,0026 *WR2<iO) ,T2S(10) ,T2IS(1Q)
027 C0MM0N/VAR7/TTIS(5) ,BF.TAT(5) ,ETAT(5) ,ETAI(10) ,ETAS(10) ,ETAR(10)
,0028 *RSTAR(10) .AKIS(IO) .PSIR (10)
029 COMMUN/UAR8/DRK10) .AMUKIO) ,AMU2(10) ,BFTET(10) .PRATIT(IO) ,AMR2(
030 *10>,YS(lO),Xi(10) .AREAKIO) ,7FTAPS(10) .WPERKIO) , YR ( 10 ) . X2( 1 )




033 COMMON/VAPlO/WUKl 0) ,DHEDX(i 0) ,DSDX2(10) ,RI1 ( 10 ) ,R 12(10 > ,
034 *RI3(10) ,R 14(10) , R T ( 1. 0) , SR 1 O > , SR2( 1 >
035 OOMMON/VARli/YOLD(iO) ,AA(10) ,SR(10) ,PRAT2(10) ,WPER2(10),
036 *DUDX(10)
,
TtlS(iO) . PRA73(10) . SS( 1 ) , Al..FA( 5. )
037 C0MM0N/UARl2/tiElA(i 0) , DELk ( i ) . WPERO( 10 ) , ZETAS( 1 ) ,ZETAR1(20>
,




IRP ( 20 )
,
R2( 20 ) , A2( 20 ) ,RINC(20) ,DR(10),
040 *BETO(l0; .STALIK10) ,AREA2(iO) ,VRi(10>





RPM ,RS( 1 )
,




0046 *SIR .1NIR,HR,DZ,CIR .TIPC.SZ.TNR ,CR .SOR ,TNOR ,COR ,AI TR.ALR ALOR, '
047 *P2(l0) ,WO2(10) , Wl < i ) , TEIR , TER , TEOR , DlIR , DIOR , BETAZ^BETAl , ANN,
0048 *TIR,TR,TOR,STALI(10>
0049 COMMON/ARE/REE
050 C0MM0N/TRA/XP0i(S,8) ,XP02(6,8) .ALFK8) ,ALF01(5) ,ALF02(6)
,
0051 *Y(i0),Yi(10),O(6),RX(30).RY(30),IR(30),Z(&) > Cl(4,8) > C2(4,8)0052 DATA INAM /2HSH ,2H0R , 2HT /





























007? C ^ jiv ^^^J^^^^^^ ^^-^'f\^^^^^^ ^ + * * * ™ ^ T% ^ -TN/fvT1 *!**^*^*
3 C
0091 C




















0102 C *********TL'-RF<TNE GEOMETRY****************
0103 Al(.l> = .2126
0104 Al <2)=. 22145
0105 Al(3)=. 23035
0106 Al(4)=. 23925
0107 Al (5)=. 24815
0108 Al(6>=,25705
0109 Al<7)=. 26595






















































































0191 RC(3>=SnRT<RCf5>*R0<5>/2.+RC( 1 )*RC(l)/2.)
0192 RC<4>=SORT<3 ,/4.*R0(5)*RC(5)+RC( i)*RC(i)/4,
)
0193 RS(2)=SDRT(RS(5)*RS<5)/4.+RS(i ) *RS< 1 ) /4 . #3 .
0i94 RS(3)=<RS(i)+RS(5> )/2.
0195 RS(4)=SGRT( ( ( RS ( 5 ) **2 ) * . 75) + ( (RS(i>**2)/4. >)
0196 RR ( 2 ) =Sf'R T ( RR ( 5 ) *RR ( 5 ) /4 . +3 . /4 . *RR ( 1 ) *RR ( 1 ) )
(J197 RR(3)=(RR(i)+kR(5> )/2.
0198 RR(4)=SQRT<RR<5)*RR(5>*3./4.+RR<i)*RR<i)/4. >
0199 DO 3300 1=1,10
0200 A=I
0201 RMI)=RS(i) + (A-i . )/9.*<RSCS)-RS<i)>






0207 OOR=A2(10) \0208 DO 3711 1=1,10




0213 0=AKI) + (AKIfl)-Al(I) )*(RS(3)-Ri(I))/(Rl<I +i>-RKI) )
0214 DO 3713 1=1,10








0223 SI=2.*3. 14165 *RS<1)/ZS
0224 S0=2.*3. 141.6*RS(S)/ZS






0231 C STATOR OUTLET ANGLES BY VAVRA rtETHOD
0232 C
0233 AI.FAi(3)=UAURA(0,TN,S)
0234 ANG2I =VAVRA ( OI , TNI , SI
)
0235 ANG20 =VAVR A( OO , TNO . SO)
0236 C
0237 DALF(1)=ANG2I-ALFA1(3)









#VAVRA< OR ,TNR ,S7)
0244 BETA! =-1 . *VAVRA<Oi R , TNIR , SIR
>




















0265 CALL CHBFT ( R 1 . Ai" J , Bi , 4 , T10 ,ST1 , IRR )
0266 CALL CHBFT (R2 . A2, 1 ' B2 > 4 , Tt . STl
,
IRR )










0277 C INPUT PRINTING
0278 C
0279 WRITE(6,67i)
0280 671 FORMATClHl , //60X , 12HINPUT PRINTS//40X ,50H Rl Al
0281 * R2 A2 /)
0282 DO 72 1=1,10
0283 WRITE(6,73) Rl ( I ) , Ai ( I ) ,R2( I ) , A2( I)0284 73 FORMAT(40X,F10
. 3 , FI . 4, i OX , Fi . 3 . Fi . 4>0285 72 CONTINUE
0286 WRITE(6.74) ZS ,ZR ,TIPC ,CV ,CK
0287 74 FORMAT < /45X . 2SHNUMBER OF STATOR BLADES = , F8 . 0/45X , 2SHNUMBFR OF ROT
0288 *nR BLADF5 = . F8 . 0/45X , 25HR0T0R TIP CLEARANCE =, F8 . 4/45X, 25HAXI
0289 *AL DISTANCE L = ,F 8 . 2/4SX , 25HCURVATURE FACTOR K =,F8.2/
0290 *//55X,i6HBLADING GEOMETRY/)
0291 WPI7E(6,75)
0292 75 FORMAT(//30X,70H C E T TE TN
0293 # Al R /)
0294 WPITE<6,76)CI,EI,TI,TEI,TNI,ALI,RS(i> ,C , E ,T ,TE,TN , AL ,RS(3) ,CO,EO,0295 *T0,TE0,TNO,AL0.RS<5$
0296 76 FORMAT(30X,7Flfi . 4/22X , 6HSTAT0R , 2X ,7F1 .4/3nX.7F10 .4/)
0297 77 FORMAT(30X.7F< . 4/22X , 6HR0T0R ;,?X ' 7F1 . 4/30X . 7F10 . 4/ )




0301 78 FORMAY(/40X,52HALL DIMENSIONS INDICATED IN THIS TABLE ARE IN INCHE
303 WRITE (6, 79) I COR , IAI . IAN . 1C07 , 1 INC, ICL .ICON
0304 79 FOPMAT(////,40X,27HCORRELATlON SYSTEM ICOR = , I5/M.X , 6HIAI =,15/
0305 *MX.6HIAN =, IS/61X . 6HICOZ = , T5/ , 61X , 6HTINC =, 15/61 X , 6HICL =,15/60306 ftlX.&HICQN = ,IS)
0307 WR11E<6,81 ) CP . EMME . GAM.UIS2 . UIS3
0308 81 FORMATC/20X, 91HGAS PROPERTIES CP MOLECULAR MASS
0309 * GAMM OlSCOSTTY (1) VISCOSITY (P ) /38X , 1 OH ( BTJ/LB F).32X,13













07 COMMGN/TOL/TOL i , T0I..2 , T0L3 , T0L4
08 COMMON/TRS/TRAS
09 OOnrtUN/GAS/CP .GAM . EMME ,ERRE ,FXPi .EXP2
,
VTS2 ,YIS3





0015 COMMON/YARi/RC( 10) . RS0LD2 .RS0LD3 . RSOL D4 . ASFO ,RSFO RRFO.ARFO,
016 *RR( 10) ,RROLD2,RRGLD3,RROLD4,CV,CK,VAi<i0) , DALF(IO) ,DBET(10)
,
0017 *APF.AMS,Bi(20>
18 COMMON/UAP2/B6(20) ,ZR > 7.S.APF,Pi2O0) .PR , AMR , VUi ( 10
>
019 COMMON/UAR-$/PTE(t0> ,RSi ,RS3 , RS5 , T2(i0 )
020 C0MMCN/VAR4/BR1 .BR2.BR3.RR1 ,RR3 ,RR5 , VAP( 1 )
021 OOMMON/YARS/PKATKIO > .RINCICiO) ,ALFAli(i0) ,BETAii< 10) ,ZETAl(i0>,
022 *V2(10) ,ALFA22(10),fiETA22(10)
023 GOMMON/UAR6/PT2(10) ,TT2<10) ,PT 1.(10) ,DELH(10) ,ALFA2<10) ,VU2<iO> ,
024 *WR2(ii)) ,T2S(10) .TPTR(iO)
025 00MM0N/0AR7/TTIS ( 5 ) , BET AT ( 5 ) , ETAT (5 ) , ETAI (10), ETAS (10), ETAR (10),
026 *RSTAR(iO) ,AK.IS(iO) .P SIR (10)
027 COMMON/UAR8/DRi(10$ . AMWi(iO) , AMU2( 1 ) , BFTET( 1 ) ,PR ATiT( 10 ) .
28 *AMR2(10)
, YS(iO) .Xi(iO) ,AREA1(10) .ZETAPSd.O) , WPEPl ( 1 ) , YR ( 1 >
,
0029 *X2(10)
030 COMMON/YAR9/ZETAR(10) ,ZETAPR(i.0) , AS ( 1 ) , AR ( 10 ) ,SI1 ( 10 ) ,SI2(10)
,
31 *St (10) ,DSDX1(10) ,UT1(10),HE(10)
032 CnMMON/VAR10/WUl(iO) .DHEDX(iO) ,DSDX2(10) ,RI1(10),RI2(10),
0033 *RI3(10) ,RI4( 1.0) ,RT(1.0> , SR 1 ( 1 0) SR2(10)
034 COMMON/VARli/YOLDdO) , AA( 10 ) , SR ( 10 ) ,PRAT2< 10 ) , WPER2( 10 )
,
035 *DU)DX(10) , TtlS(iO) ,PRAT3(10) , SS(iO) , ALFA(IO)
036 COMMON/VAR12/BETA(10) ,DELR(iO> ,WPERO(10) .ZETAS(iO) ,ZETARi(20),
0037 *ZETAR3(20) ,ZETAR5(20) ,R1(20) ,Ai. (20) ,T1 0(20)
038 OOMMON/UARIS/STKPO)
,
IRR ( 20 ) , R2 ( 20 ) , A2( 20 ) ,RINC(20) ,DR(iO)
,
039 *F.ElO(10) , STALII(iO),AREA2(iO),VRi(10)
040 C0MM0N/VAR14/ULBM,PRAT5.GMEG
041 COMMON/ ALi/ALFAid 0) .UitiO) ,TTO,PPM,RS( 1 0) ,SI ,TNT , H , D ,CI ,Ti ( 10 )
,
042 *Pt (10) ,TO,TFT,ALI . RFRP , XX . ANG20.! ANSI ( 1. > , S . TN, C . TF . AL , SO;TNQ,
043 *CO,TEO,II(10> .Dil ,0*0,021 -D20 , ANG2 J. , ALFAX ,Tl >1 ,PTO , AI.O , AMC
044 COMMON/AL2/BETA2(10) .BETAldO) , BETAO( 1 ) ' W2( 1 ) . TTE ( 1 ) , U2( 1 ) ,045 *SIR,"TNIR,HR
,
DZ , CIR , TIPC ,SZ, TNR , GR ,SOR ,TNCP ,COR .Al.TR .ALR.ALOR,
46 *P2(10) ,Uf)2(iO> ,Uli(lO),TEIR,TER,TEOR,DiIR,DiOR,BETAZ,BETAl,ANM,
0047 *TIR.TR,TOR ,STALI(iO)
0048 COMMON/ARE/REE
49 COMMON/ IRA/XPOl (5,8) ,XP02(6,8) ,ALF1(8) ,ALF01(5) ,ALF02(6>
,
00 50 *Y(iO),Yt(iO),Q(6),RX(30),RY(30),IR(30),Z(6),Cl(4,8),C2(4,8>
0051 DATA NAME /2HPA ,2HRT ,2H2 /
0052
0053 DATA NAMR/2HPA ,2HRT ,2H3 /
0054 DO 67 1=1 .5








0063 YS(I) = 1.0
0064 67 YR(I)=1 .
0065 N9=0.















0079 810 DO 801 K=i.iS
030 CA'.L STATR ' (ALFAi
,
Xi ,TTO ,PTO , ArtS ,Tj ,p i .VI 'JA1 LSIi ,SI2,YS.Si
.
08i SDSDXi , VIM =>RATi . Ti IS . S3, DAL.F . R5F , DEL R , GV, CK , ZE TAP?! . RS RSl . RS3
,82 «RS5,ZFTAS;DR,ZETA1 ,AflSi,NS,VRi )
083 CALL ALOSi<Z£TAS,ZETAPS>
0084 00 120 T = i,5
0085 PTE(I)=PTO
0086 120 TTE(I)=TTO
087 CALL FLOUR < PR ATI , 7ETAPS .Xi ,UT 1 ,PTfc
,
PTO , TTE . TTO
,
ASF . 7S ,RSF , ASF
,0088 *ZR.RSF,1..WCHAN.VA1 WPERi , CODE, WLBrl, Bl , RS, TlPC, AREAi >
0089 IFtlN.EQ.i) AflC=AttC-,01
0090 IF(IN.EQ.l) GO TO 7750
0091 IF(CODE-20.) 801.802,801














0105 CALL ROTOi (VUi ,UAi ,RPM,U.BETAi ,HE J.TTEJPTE\X2 ,Pi,Tl ,W1 ,WUi ,Xi.
0106 «RS,ZETAR > ZETAPRjRR,DHEDX,DSDXi,Si,U2,0MEG,BRi,BR2\BR3,FSi ,FS2,0107 * 7ETAR,B6,RSi,RS3,RS5,BETO,STALII,RINCI,Vfti)
0108 CODE=i.
0109 IMACC=0
OliO 201 DO 200 K = l
., 14
0111 CALL ROTO? ( BETA2 , HE . DHEDX , DSDX1 , DSDX2 . VA2 ,WU2 W2 , VU2,U2,X2,U2,
0112 *YR .ZETAR ,RIi .RI2,RI3JRX4,RT ,SRi ,SR2. AA,RR , TTF, RTF, T2 . P2.PRAT2,
0113 *T2S,INDS;nBET,RRF,DELR,CW.CR.DR , RR ,RRi ,RR3 ,RR5 , NS,UR2>
0114 CALL AL0S?(ZETAR,7ETAPR>
0115 IF (INDS-3) 310.320,310
0116 320 WRITE (6,36) <AA( I) , I»i ,5)
0117 WRITE(6-7.6) < ( AA< I
>
, 7FTAR < T > , VA2( I > ) , 1=1 ,5
>
0118 36 Fnp.MAT(35H ENTROPY INDETERMINATE, PRINT AA i-5 , 5E12 . 4/ , 25X , 10HZETAR
0119 * i-5,5E12.4/25X,10H VA2 i-5,5EI2.4/>
0120 TND=i
0121 310 CALL FL0WR<PRAT2.ZETAPR,X2,WIi,PTE,PT0,TTE,TT0,ASFiZS.RSF,ARF,0122 *ZR,RRF,2,WCHAN,VA2,WPER2,C0DE,ULBf1,B2,RR,TIPC,AREA2)
0123
0124 TF(IN.EO.i) AMC=AMC-.0i




0129 IFdhACC.CE. 10) GO TO 220
0130 4322 FORrtAT( /20H LOOP IN SL1NE ROT//5E10.3)
0131 IF(CODE-40.) 201,220,201
0132 5000 CONTINUE





0138 880 DO 881 K=l ,15
0139 CALL ALO^l < ZETAS, ZFTAPS
)
0140 CALL STATR ( ALFA< . XI . TTO , PTO , AMS , Tl ,P 1 , VI ,VA1 , ST 1 ST2 , YS ,Si , „0141 *DSDXi,VU1 .PR ATI , Ti IS : SS , DALF . R3F, DELS , GV, CK , ZETAPS , RS, RSi , RS3
,
0142 *RS5.2ETAS,DR,ZETAl,AMSl,NS,VRi>
0143 DO 860 1=1,5
0144 PTF(I)=PTO
0145 860 TTE(I)=TTO
0146 CALL FLOUR (PR ATI, ZETAPS, Xi ,UXi .PTF , PTO . TTE . TTO . ASF , ZS ,RSF , ASF
0147 *ZR ,RSF,I,WCHAN,VA1 ,1-iPERl, CODE, Ul.BM,Bl,RS,TI PC, AREA!)
0148 TF(IN.EO.l) AMC=ArlC-.0i




0153 861 CALL ROTOi < VU1 , VA1 . RPM ,U . PFTAi .HE . TTF . PTE , X? ,P 1 , Ti , Ui ,UUi , XI ,
0154 *RS,ZETAR,7ETAPR ,RR . DHEDX . DSDXi
,
S 1 . U2 , OrlFH
,
BR 1 . BR2, BR3 ,FS1 , FS2,
0155 *7ETAR . B6 , RSi ,RS3 ,RSS , BETG ,STALII ,RINC , VR 1
>
0156 CODE=i.
0157 894 DO &96 K=i,10



































CALL ROTO? (BETA? ,HF .DHPDX .OSHXi .OSDX? .VA? .UU? W2 ,VU2,V2 ,X2.U2,
r.YR,ZETAR,RTt .RI2,Ri3,RI4,RTjSRl > SR2,AA,fiP J TTE , PT- . T? . P2,PRAT2 ,
*T2S,INDS,DBET RRF .DFl.R .CY.CK
,
DR '.RR ,ftRi '.RR3,RR5 ,NS; WR2>
IFtlNDS-r) 895.320 .895
CALL FL0WR(PRAT2,7.FTAPR,X2 ,WIi . PTF , PTO - TTE ,TTO . ASF , ZS ,RSF , ARF , ZR ,SRF.2,yr;HAN,v;A2,U)PFR2,C0D£',WLBM,B2.RR,TlPC,AREA2)
if(in:eo.i) *hc=amc-. 61
TFCN.EfJ. 1 ) GO TO 7750






































FMME .ERRE . FXP i ,EXP2 , YTS2 . VIS3





015 COMMON/VARi/RC(i0> . RS0LD2 . RS0LD3 .RSOI D4 AS^O. RSFO . RRFO.ARFO
,
016 *RR ( I ) , RR0LD2 , RR0LD3 , RR0LD4 , C'v>, CK , VAi < 1 . ) , DALF (10). DBET (10),
0017 *ASF AMS.BK20)
0018 COMMON/YAR?/B6<20) ,ZR , ZS , APF
,
B? < 20 > .PR, AMR ,VU1(10>
019 COMriON/'JARl/PTEO. ) . R?h . RS3,RR5
,
T2( 10 )
020 COMMON/ VAR4/BR1 ,BR2.BR3,RRi .RR3.RR5 .YAPdO)
21 COMMON/ VARS/PRAl 1(1(1) .RINCItiO) ,ALFAii(10) .BETAll(iO) ,ZETAi(10),
22 *V2(iD) , Al.FA22(10> , BETA22(10)
0023 COMMON/ VAR6/PT2( 10) ,TT2(10) ,PT1(10) ,DELH(i0) ,ALFA2(10) ,VU2<10)
,
24 *WR2<iO) ,T2S<iO) ,T?IS(10>
C025 C0MM0N/yAR7/TTIS(5) .BFTAT(S) ,FTAT(5) ,ETAI(10) ,ETAS(10) ,ETAP(10)
,
026 *RSTAR(10) . AK IS ( 1 ) , PS [R ( 1 )
027 COMMON/YARR/DRK10) ,AMWM10) ,AMV?(1 0) ,BFTFT<10) .PRATlT(iO)
,
28 *AMR2(10) ,YS(10) ,X1(10)
,
AREA 1.(10) .ZETAPS(iO) , WPER1 ( 1 ) , YR < 10
K
0029 *X2(10)
030 C0MM0N/VAR9/ZETARO 0) ,ZETAPR(10) , AS ( 1 ) , AP ( 10 ) , SI 1 ( 10 ) ,SI2( 10 ) ,
031 *R1(10) , DSDXK10) ,WIKi0> . HE(iO)





R T. ( 1 6 ) .SRK10) 'SR2<10>
034 COMMON/VARil/YULDd > ,AA(10) .SR^IO) , PR AT? < 10) ,WPER2<10>
,
035 *DWDX(10) . TIIS(IO) .PRAt3( 1 ) , SS( 1. ) . Al FA< 1 )
036 COMMON/VAR12/BET A (lit) ,UELR<i 0) ,WPERO<10) , ZETASO 0) ,ZETAR1(20)
,




IRR ( 20 )
,
R? ( 20 ) ,A2(?0) ,RINC(?0) ,DR(10)
,039 *PFTO(10)
,
STALIK10) ,AREA2(iO) , URKiO)
0040 C0MM0N/UAR14/ULBM,PftAT5.0MEG '
041 COMMON/ALi/ALFAK iO) ,'Ji(iO) . TTO ,RPM , RS< 1 ) , SI, TNT .H.D,CI,T1(10),
042 XPK10) ,TO,TEI ,ALI , BFSP .XX, ANG?0 ' AMSi ( 1 0) , S , TN, C , TE . AL ,SO,TNO,
043 *CO , TEQ , U ( i ) , Di I , D 1 , D2 1 . D20 . AN02 1 . Al FAX , T I , T , P f , ALO , AMC
44 COMMON/ AL?/BETA2( 10) .BETAK 1.0) ,BETAO( 1 0) ,W2(10)
,
TTF ( 1 6 ) , Li2 ( 1 ) .
045 *SIR,TNIR .HR . DZ ,CIR , TlPC ,SZ , TNR ,CR ,SOR .TNOR , COR .ALIF , ALR , ALOR .
046 *P?(iO) ,urj?(i0),Ul({0),TeiR,TER,TEOR,DiTR,DlOR,&ETAZ,BETAI,ANM >
0047 *TTR ,TR ,TOR .STALKiO)
0048 COMMON/ARE/REE
49 C0MM0N/TRA/XP01(5,8) ,XP02<6.8) ,ALF1(8) ,ALF01(5) ,ALF02(6)
,
0050 *Y(10).Yi(10),Q(6),RX(30),RY(305,IR(30),Z(6),Cl(4,8),C2(4,a>
0051 DATA NAME /2HPA,2HRT,2H2 /
0052




057 WRITE'. 6 ,401)
0058 401. F0RMAT(///27X,» SET PAGE RPM TOTAL/STATIC INLET
0059 X7DTAL INLET TOTAL')
0060 WRITE(6,402)
0061 402 FORMATC 27X , 67HNMMBER NUMBER PRESSURE RATIO PRESSU
0062 *RE TEMPERATURE)





IS , RPM , PR ,PTO ,TTO
0067 405 FCRMAT(?7X,I3,I8,F1J. . 1,F14.3,F14
0068 WRITE(6,404)
3,F15.2/)
0069 404 FORMA! (//57X21H STATOR EXIT SOLUTION///)
0070 UR[TE(6,406)
0071 406 FORMAT (IX 'STREAM RADIAL X=K/RM RADIAL BLADE Y=VA
072 */YAM BLADE LOSS ZETA* FLOW RATE')
0073 WRITE(6.407)
0074 407 FORMAT(1X.109H LINE POSITION SHIFT OPENING
0075 * EFFICIENCY COEFFICIENT CONTINUITY FRACTION /)
076 WRITE (6, 411)
0077 411 FORMAT(5?X.4H(IN) ,13X,4H(IN) ,5X,4H(IN))
0078 DO 408 T-1 .5
261

0079 PPATi (I )=1 ,/PRATKI)
080 Al.FAi i ( I ) =ALFAi ( I ) *57 .
3
0081 RETAll(I)=r<FTAi(I>*57.3
82 ALFA2(I -<=ATAN(VU2(I)/VA2<I> )
0083 V2<I)=VA2(I)/C0S(ALFA2(I)
)




087 PFLH ( I ) = ( I[J ( t ) *VU1 < I ) -112 ( I. ) *VU2 (!)>/( G*CJ )
68 TT2(I)=TTn-DFLH(T)/CP
0089 PT2(I)=P?(I)*(IT2(I)/T2( J.))**EXP1
090 PTK I)=Pt (I)*(TTO/Ti<I) )**EXPi
0091 T?IS( I )=TT0*.(H2( I. )/PT0)**FXP2
92 T''S(I)=TTF( I ) * ( P2 ( T ) /PTE( T ) )**EXP2
093 TTJS( J)=TT0*(PT2(I>/PT0>**EXP2
0094 PFTAT(I)=PT0/PT2( T)
095 £ T AT( J. ) = (TT0-TT2(I) ) / ( TTO-TTTS ( I ) )
96 ETAKI >=<TTO-TT2< I) ) / ( TTO-T2TS( I ) )
0097 ETAS(I)=(TTO-l 1(1) ) / < TTO-T1 IS ( I )
)
98 FTAR(i>=(TTE< I)-T2(T) )/ ( TTE < I >-T2S( I ) )






























0126 AKIS5=<AKIS< i)+AKIS(5)+2. *< AKIS<2)+AKIS(3)+AKIS(4) ) )/8.
0127 RSTARS=(RSTAR(i)+RSTAR(5)+2.*(PS7AR(2)+RSTAP(3)+RSTAR(4) ) ) /8
.




0130 412 F0RMAT(///22X,23HABS0LUTE VELOCITY ( FPS > ,27X ,23HRELATIVE VELOCITY
0131 *<FPS>//>
0132 413 FORMATdX, 6H5TREAM,2X,2(S0H AXIAL RADIAL TANGENTIAL OVER
0133 *ALL ),7H WHEEL )
0134 WRITE(6,413)
0135 WRITE(6,414)
0136 414 FORMAT (iX,6H LINE 2(50HCOMPONENT COMPONENT COMPONENT VE
0137 KLOCITY ) .8HVEL0CITY//)
0138 DO 415 1=1,5
0139 415 WRITE(6,416) I , VA1 ( I ) , VR1 ( I ) , VU1 ( 1 ) , VI d ) , VA1 ( I ) , VR 1 ( I ) , WUi ( I ) , Wi
(
0140 *I),U(I>
0141 416 F0RMAT(IS,2X,2(F8.2,3F12.2,6X) ,F8.2)
0142 WRITE(6,4i8)
0143 418 FORMAT (///7X,113H MACH NUMBER FLOW ANGLE
0144 * TEMPERATURE PRESSURE PRESSURE)
0145 WRITE(6,419)
0146 419 FORMAT( 7X,113H (DEG)
0147 * (DEG. R) (PSD RATIO /)
0148 WRITE(6,492) v_>
0149 492 FORMAT( 7H STREAM)
0150 WRITE(6,420)
0151 420 FORMAT (7H LINE ,2(24H ABSOLUTE RELATIVE ),2(24H TOTAL
0152 * STATIC ),24H TOT/TOT TOT/STA /)
0153 DO 422 1=1,5
0154 422 WRnE.(6,42i)I,AMSl(I) ,AMW1(I) ,ALFAii(I) ,BETA11(I) ,TTO,Tl(I) ,PT1(I)
0155 *,P1 (I) ,PRAT1 T(I) .PRATi(I)
0156 42.1 FORMAT(I4,3X,2F10.2,4X,2F10.2,4X,2F10.2,4X,2F10 .3,4X,F11.4,F10.4>





0160 WRITE (6. 403)
0161 452 FORMAT <//57X,2iH ROTOR EXIT SOLUTION///)
H162 IS=2
0163 WRITE(6,405) J , IS , RPM , PR ,PTO , TTO









0173 DO 424 1=1,5
0174 424 WRITE<6,4i6)l,VA2<I)
,
WR2( I ) , VU2( I) , V2( I ) , VA2( I ) ,WR2( I ) ,WU2< I ) ,U2( I
0176 w6lTE<6,418)
0177 WRITE (6, 419)
0178 WRITE (6, 492)
0179 WRITE<6,420)
0180 DO 425 1=1 S






0136 426 FORMAT (7H STREAM, 4iH EQUIVALENT EQUIVALENT EGUIV/STATIC)
0187 427 F0RMATC7H LINE , 3BH TEMPERATURE INLET PRESSURE)
0188 428 FORMATC 7X, 38H PRESSURE RATIO)




0193 DO 430 1=1,5
0194 430 WRITE<6,43i)I,TTE(I) ,PTE(I) ,BETET<I)
0195 431 F0RMAT<l4.F13.2,F15.3,Fii.i)
0196 WRITE (6, 999)




0201 WRITEC6,40S) J , IS , RPM ,PR ,PTO ,TTO
0202 WRITE<6,441)
0203 441 F0RMAT(//45X,3iH0VERALL TURBINE CHARACTERISTICS///)
0204 URITE<6,442)
0205 442 FORMAT (102H STREAM PRESSURE RATIO EFFICIENCY
0206 * HEAD BLADE/JET THEORETICAL )
0207 WRITE(6,443)
0208 443 FORMAT <<02H LINE TOT/STA TOT/TOT TOT/STA TOT/TOT
0209 * COEFFICIENT SPEED RATIO DEGREE OF REACTION /)
0210 DO 444 1=1 ,5
0211 BLAJE=1 ./SQRT(AKIS(I)>
0212 444 WRITE<6,445) I ,PRAT3( I ) . BETAT< I ) ,ETAI ( I ) ,ETAT ( I ) , AK IS ( I ) ,BLAJE ,RST0213 *AR(I)
0214 445 F0RMAT(I5,F14.4,F11 . 4 , Fii . 4 ,F13 . 4 ,F 12 . 4 ,F15 . 4 ,F16 . 4)
0215 WRITE<6,446)
0216 446 F0RMAT(///53X,24HMASS AVERAGED QUANTITIES///)
0217 447 FORMAT < 52X , 13HH0RSE POWER =, Fi . 2 , 3X . 4H(NP )
)
0218 448 FORMAT (52X , 13HM0MENT = , El . 2 ,3X , 7H( FT-LB)
)
0219 449 FnRMAT<5?X,).3HFLOW RATE = , F1. . 2 , 3X , 8H (LB/SEC )//)
0220 461 F0RMAT(43X,22HREFFRRED RPM =,F10,2) -^
0221 462 F0RrtAT(43X,22HREFERRED HORSE POWER = , F1 , 2 , 3X , 4H( HP ) ) 1
0222 463 F0RMAT<43X
>
22HREFERRED MOMENT = ,Fi . 2 ,3X ' 7H< FT-LB)
)
0223 464 F0RMATC43X.22HREFFRRFT) FLOW RATE = . Ft . 2 , 3X, 3H ( LB/SEC)//)
0224 465 FORMAT <40X>25HTOTAL/STATIC EFFICIENCY =,F10.4)
0225 466 FORMAT(40X:25HTOTAI /TOTAL EFFTCIENCY=
,
F10.4)
0226 467 FORMAT (36X;?9HT0TAI /STATIC PRESSURE RATIO =,F10.4)
0227 463 FORMAT <36X,29HT0TAL/T0TAL PRESSURE RATIO =,F1.0.4//)
0228 46? FORMAT (34X',3iHHEAD COEFFICIENT =,F10,4)
0229 471. F0RMAT<34X;3lHTHE0RFTT.CAL DEGREE OF REAGTION= Fl . 4
)
0230 472 F0RMATC34X,3iHbLADE/JET SPEED RATIO =,Ft0.4>
0231 473 FORMAT (34X.31HMACH NUMBER AT STATION =,F10.4)
0232 WRITE(6,447) HP
0233 WRITE (6, 448) AMOM
0234 WRITE(6,449) ULBM
0235 WRITE(6,461) RPMi
0236 WRITE (6, 462) HP1
0237 WRITE (6, 463) AMOMi







024?. WRITE (6,4n8) BETA6
0?43 WRITE<6.469) AKIS5
0244 BLAJES'i ./SQRT(AKISS)
0245 WRITE (fa, 472) BLA.TE5
0246 WRITE (fa, 471) RSTARS
247 iJRITE(fa>473) AMC
024R IF(INZ-i) 400,930,930
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